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INTRODUCTION
The :purpose of the investigation on which the
following

disc~ssion

·is based has been to determine to

what lengths the newspaper legitimately ca.n go in the
printing of sensational and intimate d.etails o;f the lives
of ,. persons;~:.i t desires to bring to l).ustice, in order to
preserve its identity as defender of the public welfare;
to discover to what extent the guise of public servant
is used to cover a selfish motive on the part of the
newspaper, and to what extent the newspaper can use
emotion and especially subtle opinion in its news co1UJIU1s
in such a way as to prejudice readers for or against a
cause or a person in question; and to consider what is
the ultimate effect of the newspaper's method and actim
on the conduct of the courts on the one hand, and. public
morals on the other.
In an effort to answer these questions the ·writer
made a first-hand study of three cases, which represent
three types of newspaper action.

Each has attracted

wide attention and each presents a distinct aspect of
the field of inve-stigation.

The first, the Hall-Mills

murder case; represents the purely personal phase-of
the field.

The case has all of the essentials of the

perfect crime story: sex,-an illicit love affair was
its foundation; religion,- the offenders were a
minister and his.choir singer; and mystery,- the

ii

murderer or murderers had not been

app~ehended.

The-second case, concerned with the trial of
former Governor Davis of Kansas; represents the politi-cal scandal story and as such is a matter of extreme
concern.
crime

As the Rall-Mills case was termed the perfect

stor~

from the newspaper point of

vie~,

the Tiavis

case might be-called at least the near-perfect political
scandal story.

The man involved held the highest

position Of -trust in the state and he was accused of
violating that trust in one of the most dishonorable
ways possible, that of accepting a bribe.
In this instance the newspaper intervened in behalf
of the public welfare in the alleged pardon sale with
the same claim as that made in the murder ca.se9 that of
rendering the public a service.

That claim becomes

debatable in view of the fact that the accusation was
brought agaiD;st-the newspaper that it obstructed the
work of the attorney general by its action and eventually,
because of its premature precipitation of the case, was
very likely responsible for a miscarriage of justice.
The third and, on the face of it at least, the most
rational of the three cases to be discussed, that of Dr.
J. R. Brinkley, was avowedly instigated as a matter of
the protection of the public from an interloper in the
medical· profession who was trading upon human infirmities, promising health and restored youth in return

111

for a fraudulent operation for which he made an exorbitant charge.

In this case, the prosecution of

which was backed by the American :Uedical
questions arise not so much

,~ssociation,

a.s to the sincerity of the

newspaper; but the method employed in fighting the man
aalls for careful consideration.

It is a matter for

reflection whether it is to the best interests of the
:press and of the public for the nevrsp?.1per to resort
to the deliberate infusion of editorial opinion in that
which is offered as·plain statement of fact, or if the
best results are to be obtained by invective.
That this is an exceptional case which demanded
action particularly adapted to it is possible; although
it is problematical whether the same or even more farreaching results might not have been obtained by the
mere statement of
paper'~·

th~

facts in the case by the news-

and allowing the law to take its course•

Other than editorializing in the news columns,
the newspaper was not guilty of sensational presentation
of the news.

The age-old desi:be for health and youth

makes those who do not haYe them extremely gullible.
This, coupled with. the fact that Brinkley represented
himself as a Godly man, and referred to himself as
being persecuted as (.Tesus was for healing the siok,
tended to make the public even more

credulous~

The investigation has been handicapped in some
measure in the study of the Hall-Mills case by the
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irremedial·searoity of source material.

Files of the

New York Mirror, the tabloid which was responsible for
the revival of the case, were not. to be consulted without a trip to the east which the writer.could not make.
But files of the New York Times were at hand, as were
articles in various periodicals, written at the time
of the

trial~

which contained discussion of the tabloid

and quotations from it.

canvass.

Of these I have made a thorough

Since the files of the tabloid were not

.accessible, some might have d.eemed it wiser to select
another case; but the Hall-Mills case, known to every
adult newspaper reader, illustrates so perfectly the
type of newspaper action desired for investigation that
after consideration it was decided to make the study
with such source material as was available.
for the Davis case were obtained from the

The data

Ka~~

City

Journal-Post, the paper which brought about the premature arrest of former Governor
City

st~ and Tim~~,

Davis~

The Kansas

which waged the fight against

J. R. Brink:ley, furnished the material for the Brinkley

oase.
I am indebted to the public library of Kansas

City,. LTissouri, for :bhe pri velege of using its files

of ine

r~~sa~ Cit~

Star and

Ti~~~'

to the Lmvrence

publtalibrary for the same privelege, and to the
library of the Kansas Historical society for the use of

v
the files of the

Kan_~as

City Journal-Post.

_

made use of the files of the New

~erk

I have also

Times and reference

..................... -~--

material in the.library of the University of Kansas.

I

wish to acknowledge the kindly interest and encouragement
of Professor L. N. Flint of the Department of Journalism
during the perlbod over which the research was conducted.
Especially do I wish to thank Dr. Helen Ogden Mahin,
under whose direction the investige,tion was made, for
her Well advised suggestions and her assistance Which
were a very material aid in the preparation of this
dissertation~
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THE NEWSPAPERS AUD THE STATE
VERSUS
MRS. HA.LL .AUD HER BROTHERS

B~iefly

the Hall-I'llills case is this.

In 1922 an

E)?isco]?al minister named Hall and one of his
singers, a

Mrs~

choi~

Mills, who lived in New Brunswick, New

Jersey, were found murdered under a crabapple tree in
an orchard on a. farm about one and one-half miles from
the'.::center of the city.

Between them on the ground

were unaddressed and unsigned love notes written by a
woman.

These vvere conclusively proved to have been

:from Mrs. Mills to the Reverend Mr. Hall.

Mrs. Iviills

had been shot three times and her throat had been cut;
Hall had been shot oncei

some weeks later the case

went before a grand jury which a_ecided. that not enough
evidence had been gathered for conviction.

In 1926 the

New York I,iirror, a tabloid nevrnpa:per, avowedly believing
that Mrs. Hall and her relatives were guilty of the
murder and that justice had been thwarted because of the
family wealth·, social position, and influence in
PC?litical circles, succeeded in having the case reopened.
Asserting that it meant to render a public service,
it caused ivT.rs. Rall and her brothers, Henry and William
Stevena,, to be brought to trial.,, on the strength of a
calling card which it said had been found at the feet
of the dead rector.
until 1926.
that other

The card was not brought to light

In reopening the case the :Mirror charged
newspap~rs

which had. carried the story of the
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first case were "social-regis ter" minded and not intere sted

in,~ seeing,>justic e

done; that they had shown

too much difference in_ the treatment of the Halls,
reputed to be wealthy, and of the Mills; a poor family;
1

and that rich people get away with murder.

The newspaper accounts given in the maw York
~!E.:~~

covering both periods of litigation, from Septem-

ber to December in·l922 and from July.to December in
1926t

are used in order to make the best .possible

analysis of the case.
The murder wa·s committed on the night of SeptemYork Times
ber 14, 1922, and the first story in the New
-·· - - . - which was concerned with:~.it appeared September 17, the
day a.fter the bodies were

discovered~

One of the first

persons on the scene was a newspaper man who happened to
be at police headquarters. when the murder was reported
and went to the place where the bodies were found with
the police.

Every opportm1i ty was open .to the police

and the newspapers for securing all of the facts in
evidence.

Yet both, it might seem, bungled; :for later

stories varied widely in many respects from the one
told in the Times· September 17.

numerous facts were

not definitely established at this time, wh:i.o.h ca.used
months of litigation in the courts of New Jersey, and
endless suffering on the part of the families of the
Editor and Publisher, p.11, December 11, 1926
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deceased.

Questions arose over the number of times

lifrs. Mills and Dr. Hall had been shot, the cause of the
wwunds on Mrs• :m.lls' s neok, the position in which the

letters were found, and whether there was a calling card
:found at the feet of Dr. Hall which bore the finger prints
of William Stevens.

The first account described the more or less
s.eoluded spot where the bodies were found, and the
position of the bod.ies, with the heads at the foot of
the tree, and laid out with clothing in

place~

rJrs.

Mills's head was upon the minister's arm which was
stretched out at right angles with his body.
'-

The state-

ment was made that she had been shot once while he had
been shot twice.

The love notes were said to have been

found betweem the two bodies.
The Times on September 18, in describing the bodies
of the murdered pair, said that "minor scratchestt were
found to have been inflicted but there nwere no signs

of strugglen;
following:

But the next day's headlines imparted the

nRector and Singer Clawed by Woman Before

Hurder,---Soratches on Mrs. Mills' s. Fae.a and Hall's Hands
Indicate Furious Atta.ok.---Cries of TWo Women Heard.---Assailant's Com:panion, Probably a Man, Fired Fatal shots

Is Police Theory.H

1

0n September 23, 1'he Times admitted

'

that the scratches received when a woman had "clawedn

Mrs. Hills in a "furious attack" oould have been made by
dragging the bodies through bushes.

But Charlotte Mills,

4

daughter of the murdered woman, perferred to think that

"a

woman did it, and it was a woman who was jealous of

my mother and wanted revenge"- a woman "with queer
terrifying eyesn and mma.sculine". traitsn ,"with the strength
of a man and the mind ·of a mann •

Her mother, she said,

was "a clinging feminine creature"•
However, an autoposy was performed the last day of
September, and Mrs. Mills's throat was found to have
been cut in a necklace

incision~

Then what which had

been called fingernail soratches became knife wounds.
It was found that she had been shot three times and Hall
only once.
From the very first the financial and social
positions of the Halls and the :Mills' s were

contrasted~

The Halls and their relatives were socially prominant
and wealthy.

1tts. Hall was said to have inherited

1$ 700, 000 from her mother, a Mrs. st evens, who was re-

ferred to as being worth
home" aD;d the

n

millions~

fashionable churchn where Hall preached

were kept before the.

public~

The Mills' family was

:poor and lived in an appartment.
sexton of the

Thw nhandsome Hall

:Mr. Mills was the

church~
,,

Some weeks later the Times stated that Mrs. Stevens·
had been worth
~\360,000

1

husband~
r--··

~~170,000

of which Mrs. Hall inherited

besides ~~10 9 000 which had been given to her

~~-

The New York Times, September 27, 1922
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Meanwhile
suspicion.

N~s~

While

Hall and her relatives were under

~ot

actually accusing her, newspaper

stories pointed to her and her relatives as being
responsible for the

murder~

Her lack of display of

emotion was emphasized, as was the fact that her brothel',
Henry, was an expert rifle shot.

An eccentric

brother~

William, became known to the public .familiarly as
11

Willie", a fact that he bitterly resented, as may be

seen in the following speech to reporters:

"I want you

fellows to understand that I don't want to be referred
to as 'Willie' any more.
as William or :Mr. Stevens.

You must refer to me either
I am· not a half-wit, as you
l

have been saying, and I am not a sissy.tt
Mrs. Hall, too, resented having her privacy intruded upon, and although reporters anJ photographers
had picketed the house, she had steadily avoided
publicity.

She had been virtually a prisoner, having

left her home only three times since her husband had
been found dead,

a

period of six

Finally, on

weeks~

November_ 2, she called photographers and newspaper reporters and agreed to answer questions for an hour.
"

TWO

typists, two stenographers, and a t'.crew of mimeographists"
were installed in the reception room.

'

Everything in

sight was described at length; l1Jrs. Hall's dress, her
l

The Ne'll York Times, September' 28 ~ 1922
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facial expression, her demeanor in general, and the
furnishings of her home, even to the naming of her
books and telling how they were arranged on the
She was questioned on

ever~thing,

shelves~

from the time and

plaoe of her birth to her attitude toward Mrs. Milla
and the amount of her husband's estate.

Inoldentally~

reporters were able to learn here that Mrs. Hall was
about seven years older than her husband, rather than
ten or fourteen as had been variously stated in the
l

first stories about the murder.
On Oc·tober 8, William Stevens was kidnapped, taken
to the prosecutor's office, and 'put through the third
He was repeatedly called a liar and sworn at W1.

degree~

when he refused to give the answers that the prosecutors
2

desired.

In

spit~

of this the Times openly staied on

OctoberJ4, that newspaper men thought Hrs. Hall
exercised undue influence over the 'prosecutor's office.
Henry Stevens was obliged to give his alibi repea~edly

for the newspapers.

It was always the same

alibi, but in one issue it required as much as three
columns of space for elaboration.
The public was kept always in the state of
expectancy by the promise <hf an arrest or indi·ctment
soon.
1
2

During the months of October and November

The New York Times, November 2, 1922

The New York Times, October B, 1922

arrests or indictments were alternately promised,
denied or speculated on in

different

thir~y~seven

issues of the Times9 seventeen in October and twenty
in November.

Innuendo'-rwas skilfully written into the

headlines so that it appeared that Mrs. Hall and her
The one already

brothers were the persons in question.

quoted, "Rector and Singer Clawed by Woman

Be~ore

l1Turder.

--·-scratches on Mrs. Mills's Face and Hall's Hands In.
dica.te Furious Attack1 --Cries of Two ·women Heard. -~-·,..
Assailant's Companion, Probably a Man, Fired Fatal
1

Shots~

Is Police Theoryn, is an example.

others are:

"Man and ·woman Will Be Arrested Today for llfurder of
Rector Hall and Mrs. 1,Ti lls Who, Letters Show, '°-anne d
2

Elopment; Woman and 2 Men Face Indictments in Hall-Mills
4

3

Case; Warrents for Tvm Await Signatures ;n and
5

n

To Ask

Indictment for VJoman in Gray".

Many theories~f the police and the townspeople
which implicated the Halls were voiced in news stories
during the month•

Examples of them are: police believe

that woman and man followed the two to their trysting
place and killed them, but that the woman did not know
that murder was contemplated; think slayer was expert
shot; think slayer was extraordinary strong man,
1

2

The New York Times, September 19, 1922

3

4

5

The New York Times, October 17, 1922
The New York

Times~

October 22, '1922

The New York Times, November 3, 1922
The New York Times, IJovember 6, 1922
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probably aided by a woman; think jealous woman -had
tracked pair to rendezvous and shot them both, and in
her frenzy slashed.the womanrs

t~roat;

he described a

proposed honeymoon to the Orient and Germany it is·
said in glowing terms; think notes of Hall and I\ilrs.
H1lls stolen by some male member of the Hall family.
Perhaps the most tantalizing of anything connected
with the case was the treatment of the love notes found
with the

bodies~

The public had no'.right: to,.them·;and

nothing constructive could. come of their being published,
yet fourteen issues of the Times in October carried
discussion of, parts of, and finally the entire amorous
correspondence of the two to anxiously waiting millions.
September 18, the r:iim0R ·a.escribed the notes as
11

passionate" ~

on September 23, they •showed im.agination

11
:

On September 29, newspaper readers learned that the salutation used in some of the·. let.ters was "honey".
On October 1, the proseoutor aolmowledged that the notes
"would make good reading", and on the following day
:Mills was quoted as sighing,
can do your mendingn •

n Oh~

Mrs~

for the time when I

.Another time she

sorry you brought me that spicy book.

wrote~

nr•m

It fired

my

and wafted me into a spiritual world--Oh Goodness."

soul
l

.Another quotation from the letters said, nyou are a
true :priest·.-. .. I am merely your physical inspiration•.·•
1

The New York Times, October

~'

1922
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Do I love you too much?

I know that now I could

leave~

now, yes, even your physical presence and go into a
convent:....cr.a.There I oould.n' t -see anyo11e touch you, call
you 'dear', rub your tired

sew your torn trousers

body~

I was happy in a way, in the boat and in

1.~.c.Yesterday

the water; but on the way-home I was thinking hard+••
Oh, IvTy darling Babykins, what a muddle we are in. But
:i..
I will be content~ I will." On the same day the Times
used a double column box to announce that Hall and
Mrs• Mills addressed each other as "Darling Babykinsn
2.

and "Gypsy" •

Sentimental letters and parts of them filled the
papers until October 2.1,after which speculations on
the legality of their sale were

rife~

,,

A newspaper had

purchased them for $5o'b~
Charlotte .Mills; a child 16 years old, who called
herself a

flapper~

consistently~

"
in the spotlight
kept herself

a spotlight that the newspaper was will-

ing enough to throw her

way~

Her description of her

mother's slayer has already been

cited~

She. wrote to

prosecutor Strickler, to Ellis Parker Butler, famous
writer, and to. the governor urging them to solve the
mystery of her mother's death.
:published.
1

2

The letters were

She fled from home when her father ttkioked,

The New York Times, October 17, 1922
The New York Times, October 17, 1922
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pinched, and

sl~pped

her".

An article written in

vivid journalistio style appeared in one newspaper
under her name, and when six'weeks after her mother's
death she doffed her
tailed account of her

mourEi~g,

coatume~

the Times gave a deAccounts of the family

quarrels came to.the newspapers through her •
. An invention of the newspapers which came with the
advent of !,iirs. Gibson, known as the "pig wornann, at the
beginning of Uovember after the love notes had been
exhausted~

was the use of such terms as "the woman in

grayn and "the bushy haired man" to designate persons
that she,
murder.

Tuirs~

Gibson, had seen at the place of the

I11'frs. Hall wearing a gray coat had been observed

to enter her home between 2:00 and 3:00 o'clock in the
morning after the

murder~

There was some oonjecture

as to the identity of the "bushy haired man" but after D.
a time he became William Steuens. ·The terms had beoome
familiar to readers in October and there were never
more than two consecutive days in November when they
did not figure in
issues in the

stories~

They appeared in eighteen

month~

Details of the crime had been so widely disseminated
bytthe newspapers and popular interest in the case had
so risen that by October great crowds made up of people
from all over the United States were visiting the scene
of the murder.
account:

On October 2, the

-~imes

carried this

"Thousands of persons yesterday again

11

journeyed to New Brunswick where.the bodies were
The curious resorted to vandalism and brolce

found.
into the

They tore down a· porch, tore out a

dwelling~

window, entered the building and destroyed many of the
On October 23 three hrmdred automobiles

furnishings.n

were parked along the lane adjoining the Phillips
farm.

Many more were moving; so many in fact· that a

traffic. officer had to be stationed there, merely a mile
from Hew

nFakirs from New Brunswick flooked

Brunswick~

to the scene with

balloons~

popcorn, peanuts and soft

drinks, so that the seene resembled a circus lot more
than a farm.· The curiosity seekers·took everything
they could get their hands on as souvmnirs, and denuded
the murder tree

of

its branches and

leaves~

Curiosity

extended to the Hall home on !iiohols avenue, c·ountless.
motorists going out of the way to pass the house. and
slowing up their cars so they could. scrutinize the
house

l

closely~n

Another account on November 6 read:

"Thousands

of sightseers drove· past the Hall and Mills J:l.omes and
drove out to the scene·of the crime at the :Phillips farm.
The crabapple tree was no longer to be seen, having
been destroyed by souvenir hunters who first stripped
it of its leaves, then its branches and finally cut
away the whole tree trunk, nevertheless , the sightseers
l

The New York

Times~

October 23, 1922
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were able to buy photographs of the original scene
They

whicha.n:::en terprising :photographer had prepared.
sold like hot cakes yesterday and the photographer

1

reported that he had made about #100 during the day."
Rank commercializ ation soon had its advent:
nsamuel L. Levine, owner of the :Phillips farm
yesterday he had leased the property for

~~30

house~

said

a month to

Henry Masterson, a Mew Brunswick carpenter, who intends
to conver it into a 'museum' with a 25-eent charge.for
Thousands of visitors have journeyed to the

admission.

farm since the
many states.
~eanuts

murder~

coming in automobiles from

Masterson wil~serve soda water, sandwiches,

and popc?rn as

refreshments~

!t was reported

that the old fashioned piano and horse hair sofa, which
formerly decorated the main floor of the house, have
been sold to a New York museum for

2

~~250. 11

Two days later another account wa.s added:

"The

usual week-end stream of curiosity seekers and souvenir
hunters drove to the Phillips farm
crabap~le

yesterday4~£The

tree being no more, some brought shovels

and dug up the dirt from.;:the spot where the bodies were
found.

This became so popular that the proprietor of

the show brought paper hage whioh he resold at· a big
profit to those who needed a receptacle for their
l

2.

The New York Times, ITovember 6, · 1922
The Hew York Times, november 17, i92.2.
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1

souvenirs.n

.
.
On november 29 the grand jury, believing that

there was not enough evidence to convict any of the
suspects, refused to bring an indictment.

This. did

not, however, bring an end to newspaper stories, which
ran until December

20~

The first story in the Times

had appeared September 17•

They appeared every day

after that in September, every day in October, and
were omitted only twioe in November.

In ]}ecember they

were omitted on only eight days before December

-

20~

A

total of 4,656 inches of space in the Times was devoted
to the oase over this

l

period~

The New York Times, November 19·, 1922
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On November 29,

192~

the grand jury refused to

bring indictments against Mrs. Hall and her b;rothers
for the murder the preceeding September 14 of the
Reverend

Dr~

Hall, Episcopal minister, and :Mrs. Eleanor

Mills,, a ohoir

singer~

u

At midnight on JBlY 29, 1926,

almost four years later, Mrs. Hall was aroused from
her sleep and arrested on a warrent that had been sworn
out at 11:00 a.m., and at 3:00 a.m•, was thrown into
jail beside a negress charged with passing bad checks.
She was released the next day on

~1:15, 000

bail;

Some days before, the husband of Louise Geist
Reihl, a maid in the Rall home at the tdime of the murder,
in seeking an annulment of his marriage had stated that
while intoxicated she had told him that she received
$5000 for keeping quiet during the former proceedings.
Subsequently, although it was concealed for some little

-

-

time, the hand of the new York Nirror ~ a tabloid news.paper, was seen; for as soon as the Reihl annulment
suit was filed the

MirrQ~

ncame forwardn to aid the

state with the calling card and other evidence concerning the case which it had in its possession.
On August 20 11rrs. Hall's brother, William Stevens,
and her huusin, Henry Carpender, were committed to
jail and held. there until December 5., a day or so after
the Halls were acquitted.

On September 16

a second

brother of lTfrs. Hall, Henry Stevens, was placed in jail_.
and he, William Steirens, Henrw Carpender, and

Mrs~

Hall

15

, were indicted for the murder of J;Jrs~ l1·fills~-- J::rrs.~ ·
Minna Clark was throvm in jail Oatober
as:~)an

aid of M:rs. Hall's in killing

21~. under

arrest

Mrs~ Hills~

She

was released three days later when her home and her
husband's was offered as surety for bail•
]/frs. Hall and her two brothers went to trial on
November 3

and were acquitted December 4, after which

all of the charges against all of the defendants were
dismlh.ssed.
If the litiga'tion in 1922produced sensational
writing in the newspapers.; then the accounts written
concerning the trial of 1926 were ultra melodramatic.
From the very beginning the papers devoted column upon
oolunm of space to the

case~

In the first regular

edit ion of the Times after the arrest of

:Mrs~

Hall, the

right hand column on the front :page and practically the
whole of

~he

second page were taken in reviewing the

four-year-old case and relating the new

developments~

Charlotte M:ills's description of the woman who killed
her mother,-nA woman did it and it was a woman who was
jealous of my mother and wanted

revenge~"

a woman "with

queer terrifying eyes; masculine traits, the strength
of a man and the mind of a man", was reprinted from a
. paper of four years before~
]1frs. Hall retained her customary calm through
her arrest and a headline called· her a stoic. and
described her jail
powerful.influences

cell~

Much
.. was written about the

that supposedly had been at work

16

in the case four years before.

James Milla was quoted

as saying that he was glad that they had caught the
murderer1 but added that he had never thought lJrs. Hall
guilty~

Mrs.

Mr~

Hall~

Hall's sisters. announced their belief in

a belief that they had expressed several

times during the previous investiga tion, and said their
sympathy was with

her~

The night watchman who four

years before had_ sworn that he waw Mrs. Hall enter her
ho.me, nthe big red brick house", at 3: 00 a.m. on the
morning following the tragedy, and the npig womann
who had said that she saw "the woman in grayn at the
scene of the murder, received much

attention~

Since it was u:pon the testimony of the "pig woman•;
Mrs. Gibson, or Mrs. Easton as she was sometimes
called, that the state largely relied to convict Mrs.
Hall and her brothers, she received a tremendou s
amoui~t o~

attention from the newspaper s.

a;:·~.Times ~-headline

On August 3

stated the expectatio ns and su:pposi tions

of the state's attorney with nHall Prosecuto r Expects
To Indict Woman And 2 Men;---Ha s\Faith in Pig woman;--Convinced She Told

Truth;--Dr~

Were Slain in an Auto".

Cronk Now Thinks couple

The prosecuto r reported that

Mrs. Gibson's explanatio n and her descriptio n of the
quarrel. that she had heard rtposi ti vely" identified one
person.

She testified that she saw two men and a

woman and perhaps a third man, and that she heard a
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woman ask, "Oh

Henry~ why

did you do tbat ?"

Previously

she had mentioned only t.he words, "Oh Henry,n when
quoting ·what she haa.

heard~

On August 20

1:\rs~

nibson

identified Henry Carpender as the· man who haa.:· been at
the murder scene with the "glittering thingn in his
hand.
The· trial opened on November 3 and it was then· that
the ,,pig woman11 became news of really dramatic nature.
On November 5 she was taken to.a hospital and the report
ws.s circulated that she was suffering from cancer.

1

The Hall counsel was seeptical as to her really being
ill, and doubted if she would face cross examination, but
on Uovember 18 1Jrs. Gibson signed a form releasing the
Jersey City hospital, where she was a patient, from all
responsibility for her trip to court.

The next day

was a sensational one both in the courtroom and in the
newspapers.

Mrs. rr.·ibson from her bed in the· courtroom

picked four persons who, she said, were at the· scene of
the

murder~

~Phe

newspaper account read, "Propped WP in

a bed in a hushed courtroom, her face as waxen white as
the coverlets, l.!trs. Jane Gibson told her story yesterday
in the Hall-Mills murder trial at Somerville, New
Jersey.

r2he recital took· her only twenty minutes, and

a white clad nurse stood at one side of her bed and
a physician at the other as the painfully slow sentences
l

The New York Times, November 5, 1926
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1

were uttered.n

·when she had arrived it ·had been a

ncurious, morbid and amused crowd that had greeteP.
Jane Gibson.; the state's star witness in the Hall-Mills
case • • • Following the ambulance were six oars carrying
newspaper men and photographers.. • • The sight of the
courthouse in Somerville as the ambulance came into
view was impressively dramatic.

Hundreds of persons

had crowded the steps, perched on the marble abutments,
crowded the corridors and balconies in the courthouse
and gathered on the lmvns.
of the drizzling

There they pressed in spite

rain~

nphotographers and motion picture camera.men had
balanced themselves at inaredible angles on wind frames,
on marble gargoyles fifty feet and more above the
street~

The

oro~ds

pressing close about the ambulance
2.

interferred with their :pictures and they shouted."
AQ:oo:eding to character witnesses Mrs. Gibson was none
too trustwmrthy anyway, and making her the heroine of
the hour by placing her before the public in as
dramatic and glamourous way as the newspaper did was
wholly unjustifiable; for this tremendous amount of
publicity did not increase her reliability.
She changed her story.

Four years before, she had

testified that it had been Henry Stevens' s hand that
had held the
1

2

n

glittering thing" just a. secomt before

The New York Times, ·November 19, 1926
The Mew York Times, November 19, 1926

the shots had been fired.

In August it had been

Henry Car:pender's and now again it became stevens's.
\

Previously she had said that when she made her second
tri :p to the farm; . she had found l:irs. Hall weeping
quietly.

In the courtroom at this time she described

Mrs. Hall as having been "screeching like and

owl"~

On cross examination she denied that she had ever been
married to a Frederick Kesserling ~ but records showed t'liat
he had won a divorce from her.

She said that she had

married William Easton, something she had denied during
the·: first in"trestiga ti on, somewhere in New Jersey in
1910, though she could not remember where·.

Her mother

'

who was in the courtroom while she was testifying, kept
saying

to·herself~

nshe's a liar; she's a liar".

The next day the Times pictured lJfrs ~ Gibson back
·1
in the hospital calmly waiting for death.
On November 25 an astronomer showed by scientific
data that the moon had not risen on the night of September 14, 1922, until one-half hour after Mrs. Gibson's
last trip tq DeRussey'a lane when, she had testified,
she had seen Mrs. Hall crying in the moonlight·.

When

the jury acquitted Urs. Hall and her brothers it said
that •it found Mrs. Gibson's testimony "illogicaln.

2

Constant reference to the love letters of Mrs.
1

2

The New York Times, November 20, 1926
~

The New York Times, December 4, 1926
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Mills and the Reuerend l ,fr. Rall had been made during the
1

weeks preoedding the trial until the public was
figurative ly smacking its lips in anticipati on when
finally were published on :November
sentiment al as excerpts show.

14~

th~

They were highly

Favorite salutation s from

the letters of both of them were "Dear Heart of J\1ine"-.
"lJfy

Own Dear Wonderhea rtn •

gyp syn and she him

n

He often called her "a gay
In one

Darling Boy. and Baby kins" •

letter he referred to her singing which he 'heard while
he \Vas in his study •. "I know that your dear voice is
siil.ging out those lovely words and ypur.chear t ·too. • •
It was you darling~ you I was longing for• l ~·my true
1

mother, my gypsy, my heart, my life•n

In another

letter he.J.:wrote nBlessed heart, I kiss you tenderly,
fiercely.

Oh such love.

Only help· me to be strong and

patient until we get in ea.ch others arms

2.

again~"

.Another

time he voiced his desire to ncrush you and pour my
burning kisses on your dear body and look deep, deep
into those wonder eyes of love. • • I wanted to get
away to Dreamland ,

Heavenland~

sordid, earthly, commonplace.

Everything seems so
Dearest, love me hard-

hara.er than ever- for your babykins is longing for his
3

mother."
1
2

3

Her letters to hi.m, which had been printed

The New York Times, Movember 14; 1926
The New York

11 imes,

November 14, 1926

The New York Times, NoYember 14, 1926
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four years before, were reprinted with.his.
Throughou t the long course of action GJ'harlotte
Mills and her gather were always good news:pa:per copy.
Father and daughter were wholly dissimila r in type.

Of

him the newspaJ?er said, nr.u11s' s. face with its sunken
cheeks, its long nose sharpened to a point, was the color
\

of doughn, ·and described him as a man "o:f excessive
l

meekness" •

At times newspa:per accounts said that he

was a.ware. of his wife's intrigue.

A headline asserted

that "Mills Now Admits That He Y.new That Eis Wife Often
Met Dr• Halln, and the story following said that both he
and his wife had threatened a divorce, but that he had
2·

lacked the money and was a busy man• ·As a rule, however,
it was said that he knew nothing and suspected nothing
of his wife's

affair~

Testimony given in the Times,

November 6, brought out the fact that the I/rills family
had,sold Mrs. Mills's letters to Dr. Hall to the :New
Yo:r;k
~~500.

Amer~ca~,

a Hearst News.paper, four years before for

Hills was at this time writing for a tabloid,

as was his daughter Charlotte .
istic

training~

Uei ther had had .iournal-

but articles signed by them followed a

journalis tic pattern.

Charlotte was then twenty years

old and far from being "ecoessiv ely meek11
1·
2

The New York Times, November 6, 1926
The New York Times, August 10, 1926
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Her experience
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in 1922 had in no way lessened her taste for the
publicity which the newspapers were willing to give
her.

She aired the family troubles with sufficient re-

petition and detail that even the most curious should
1

have been satisfied.

Each time she appeared in court

her dress and manner were descnibed at length.
The publicity which had been so distastful to Mrs.
Hall and her family in 1922 was revived with a vengeance
in 1926.

In 1922 she

~

avoided newspaper men and

photographer s for several weeks

be~ore

she called them,

gave an interview and allowed her picture to be taken.
This time, after her release from jail on $15,000 bail,
she submitted to having her picture taken, hoping after
2

a great "photographic orgyn to be left

alone~

But each

move on the part of any ·of the defend.ants or their relatives
continued to be noted and published by the
Mrs. Carpender.too k. anything

t~

papers~

If

her husband in jail, if

Mrs. Hall had guests, paid calls, went driving or walking, the villagers in far distant parts of the country
knew it almost as soon as it was done.

M:rs. Hall in a

talk with reporters compared herself to a "goldfish in
a bowl11

,

and said that she was just an ordinary woman,

who because she did not have hysterics was not picturesque
enough for the role that she was expected to play and
1

2

The New York Times, August 11, '1926
The New York Times, July 30, 1926.
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l

hence was misunderstood. ·

An account in the Times·of October 17, 1926,
quoted llrrs. Rall as saying that she "would do anything
in the world to avoid publicity", and that her pictures
in print filled her with ljorror.

She added oonoerning

. the case, nrt is malicious persecution of myself aI'l;d my
family instituted by a tabloid to increase its circulation, ;:,and abetted by poli ti ti.ns to advance their
own ends.u

.

She said that' she failed to understand the

tabloidiin as much as it had recently critfZed Governor
Moore severely over the Passaic textile

""

strike~

but as

soon as he made the first statement about the· Hall-L~ills
case, it apologized for former criticism and began praising

him~

She pointed out that although the tabloid had

repeatedly and recently said that she fled to Italy to
escape extradition and that one of her maids had impersona.ted her at her husband'~ --funeral, she had not taken
her.first trip to Italy until months after the first
indictment proceedings, and that everyone knew she was
at the funeral.

She continued, lTThe stories about my

wealth,· the stories about my brother's wealth, the
stories about my cousin's, Henry Carpender' s v1eal th, and
the statements about our power and influence in somerset
and l'iiddlesex counties are all inspired by the tabloid.
They are nothing but myths. • • Anyone wanting to lmow
1

The New Yorlr Times, September 2q, 1926
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the facts could readily ascertain them by inquiry at
the National Bank of Uew Jersey in New Brunswick , where
my

brother~

do our

Henry Stevens, Henry Car:pender and myself
1

She said that none of the family but

banking~"

Sidney Carpender. was interested in civic affairs and
none had ever held office.
Finally, on the last day of Oatober, Mrs. Hall went
to Princeton to pose for portraits; these were to be
:published to offset the pictures already in print which
gave the impression that she was an
2·

woman".

11

ugly scheming

She said that she hated the publicity that

came from having her :pictures published but that the
papers \Yould have them at any cost so that she might as
well have some to show her as she really was.
VJhen Mrs. Hall appeared to testify, she received
full descriptio n and comment.
high point in the trial.

This was perhaps the

People had driven miles for

a glimpse of this woman, now so widely lmown.
comment of the

Time~

was,

11

7he

The expectancy that Mrs. Fall

would testify had jammed the Somerville courthouse to
the suffocatio n point with the curious, the friendly,·
the m1friendl y, all come to hear what the reply would
be; TT the reply to the question, "did you kill Mrs. IJills
3

and your husband ?"

1
2

3

-----·--··--- -----·--- The New York Times, October 17, 1926
The New

~ork

Times, October 31, 1926

The New York Times, November

27~

1926
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1~rrs~

as 7:00

Hall testified at 2:00

a~m.

p~m~,

but, 1tas early

the armvd, chiefly of women, had been
The streets bordering

gathering out in the corridors.

on the courthouse grounds were jammed with motor cars,
and State Troopers, detectives, and Deputy Sheriffs had
difficulty in controlling the eager ones.trying to get
l

through the doors to the: 'show'• n

Aminute. description

of her as she took the stand to testify was
The

~i!imes

given~

continued, nher cultured voice in its

pleasing infleotionsn as she testified nwas a convincing
onen, al though the prosecutor nmocked", and wore an
irritating
ordeal~

smile~

Mrs~

Hall smiled throughout the

""It was a singular

expression~

this smile.

Perhaps it was the sign of a woman such as the state has
pictured Mrs. Hall as being, an iron

woman~

Perhaps,

and many took this view, the smile cloaked suffering,
shielded nervousness, and
2

w~s

only a transient mark

for tears that come later:"
i

William .Stevens, Mrs. Hall .;s eccentric brother,
suffered decidedly at the hands of the

newspaper~

That

he resented being lmown familiarly as nwillien has been
shown in the presentation of the :first Hall-Mills

case~

As soon as the first stories appeared, however, he
beoame material for story upon story, in all of which
l
2

!~
The .ew York Times, November 27, :1:926

The 1~ew York Times, November 27, 1926
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he is.referred to as nwillie".

His were the finger

prints which the state claimed were on the calling card
alleged.to have been found at the feet of the dead recto:r.
The card was produced by the Uew York Daily

Hirror~

He

suffered the ignominy before the world of being accused
of having negro blood in his

veins~

One report said

that Stevens' s npudgy fingers" tapped a pencil nervously
in the courtroom and that he· showed anger when Simpson
in 1·'cold, almost sneering tones" pronounced that he looked
"like a colored man with his bushy hair and da:rlc
l'

complexion.".
The family Bible and church records were produced
as proof of William's parentage and the family doctor
testified that he
and a

n

11

was above the

ager~ge

in intelligence"

sort of genius" t that he was not normal mentally

but was able to fake care of himself, that he was lTbrighter
'
than the average person" and that to his, the physicians,

2

knowledge he had never suffered 'from epilepsy.
Vlhen Stevens took the stand, he proved to be the
surprise witness of the

trial~

To questions in examination

and cross examination he answered concisely and
unhesitatingly, nor could he be caught at any

turn~

Hls:· answers came in short cli:p:ped sentences suoh as,

''"Positively No," and l'I have never, Sir.r'
l

2

The

HEW

York

The· Hew York

r1

imes, . August 25, 1926

~1 imes,

~rovember

22, 1926

The following
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description of him as he appeared on the stand was given:
"He had been pictured as 'orazy V!illie' ·, a town character;
an oddity, compared inferentially with an animal, a hint
of alien racial strain in his parentage had been thrown
at him• • •

r~he

defendant' whom even the defense was

concerned about, had proved the surprise of the trial.
He had told a straight-forw ard story·, in precise language
and by turns urbanely polite or urbanely grave, he had

1

del:ftly eluded the net spread :for him by Senator Simpson."
Henry Stevena's alihi was printed several times
each month and his wife's hunt for a house in somerset·
was chronicled•

His. house

vr~s

searched and he was kept

under guard by newspaper men and the police before he was
formally charged with murder.
Pictures of Henry Stevens, his ·wife, William
Stevens in court, William Stevens on the stand,

Hrs~

Hall

with her lawyers, r11rs. Hall on the witness stand, Henry
Carpender and his wife, pictures of the courtroom, and
of the crowd of spectators were published from day to
day in the Times.

No pictures had been printed which

were concerned with the case in 1922.

The Times had

adopted the policy of using pictures since that

date~

The Times also utilized every opportunity to do vivid
writing in connection with· the case.
A storm which broke while the warrents for the
l

.;

The New York Times, Hovember 24, 1926
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arrest of William Stevens and Henry Carpe·nder were being
served in the "big red brick and stucco house" of Mrs.
Hall was described

graphically~

William's nMy God, I

didn't.expect thisn, and Carpender's smile were both

1

The two prisoners had their meals sent from a hotel
to the jail, and. the newspapers itemized the food and said
that nboth of the prisoners 'scorned' the fare of the
prison, although the v1ife of warden J. P. Major had a
community record a's a good

cook~

The meals for Carpender

and Stevens -were brought from the somerset House by a
negro

2

waiter~"

nothing seems to have been too insignificant to
print if it concerned the defendants, and if it could
be made a vehicle of innuendo•· .A reporter riding from
Somerville to Mrs. Hall's home with her spolce of her
giving the car

n

a man-like twist" •

november 10, a gruesome day in the courtroom, gave
rise to perhaps the most depressing and most heartless
writing

which occurred in the whole

case~

A paper

mache and wax bust of a woman was used to show how

I~rrs.

Mills's throat was cut and how the bullets coursed.
account in the Times told how William Stevens seemed
hypnotized in interest; nhis heavy head of wiry hair
1
2

.

The Times also told how they were both dressed.

chronicled.

The New York Times, August 13, 1926
The new York Times, August 16, 1926
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and bulging eyes

seemed to rise higher• his

lar~e

fastened on the witness" •·

Of the effect. on the crowd

and M.rs. Hall the :paper continuedt nshudders passed t.1tcngg· -.··
the rows of spectators as the doctor marked· in red crayon
the entry point of the

bullets~

the crayon showed how the
cut.

~

~hoir

or a swee·ping motion of
singer's throat had been

• Mrs. Frances Stevens Hall had shot a second

glance at the exhibit and had averted her eyes.

When

it was placed on the witness stand railing directly in
front of her line of vision, She reached quickly into
her pocketbook and began to examine documents.

She

dropped coins one by one into the b&a.ok leather purse;
she looked fixedly at the baok of the room.· then her eyes
traveled to one of the small galleries.
be counting the

1

She seemed to

spectators~•t

Of this same incident the New York Daily News, a
tabloidt wrote, "Mrs• Hall went to a matinee
The rich ·widow who is battling for her

yesterday~

life.~.

attended

a hideous exhibition staged for her benefit •• • But she
could not look at
fascinated

.it~

2

Her brothers looked.

them~n

The New York American, a.Hearst

"Ah, yes, this

Mrs~

2

publication~

said,

Frances Noel Stevens Hall is human

after all • • • Human - and a woman!
1

The show

She showed it

The New York Times, November 10, J.926
From the Nation, December 8, 1926,

p~

581
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yesterday

afternoon~

The proud.,stoica l front she

has

b_een :presenting t.o the world as she sits in the little
chapel-like eou:trtroom in Somerville .••
l·

~was

shaken by

a distinct shudder."

The Times writer made use of all of the devices
adopted by the stage in suoh hair-raising thrillers as
'~The

Bat" and

n

The Gorilla", when he wrote of the

2

"whining wind and falling leaves swe-pt by gusts of rain"
to heighten the_ already existing somberness.
The Times made another reference to the bust on
It

november 21.

said~

nThis (is) the model of a woman's

head,_ a ghastly .looking thing upon which penciled
crosses mark. the entry points of the bullets that kimled
Mrs.

llills~

•• Possibly it

W?-S

the effect of moving

into to better light, but to observers it seemed as if
Mrs. Hall's face were whiter and more strained than at
any time in the weeks that have passed since the· trial
began."
The day that Vtilliam Stevens appeared in court
the following

signi~icant

paragraph was printed directly

following the account of his testimony:

"The Times is

sold to newsdealers without the privilege of return of
unsold copies
•

•

Conse.quently newsdealers regulate their

orders to meet a S!ls-able
1
2

demand~

To make sure of

From the Nation, December_S, 1926, p.581
The Hew York Times, November 10, 1926
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obtaining a copy of the Times all that is necessary is to
The

·inform your newsdealer to reserve you a copy:.

dealer, as well as the Times, will ap:preoiate your oooper1

a ti on~ n

The newspa:pers did not go without protest at. the
Miss

manner in which they were handling the case.
Sally Peters, a friend of

Hrs~

.Hall's who had been with

her during the proceedings of 1922, was interviewed by
a reporter and she refused to answer

questions~

She

said that on August 18 she had talked to reporters and
"a day or two later statements were published in a New
York tabloid newspaper purporting to be questions put
to me by the investigators and my answers.

These

statements; particularly my answers, as published in
that paper were distorted aµd falsified. • • As I have
no guaro,ntee that any further statement that I might
make would not meet the same fate, I must withdraw my assent
~

to appearing before Senator.Simps on."
The defense counsel made the following charge:
"The undersigned counsel for the defense direct attention

to the fact that the newspaper publicity given to the
~

it is

is_ not the norm_:-1
~ sys~~matic

by the prosecution
1
2

rec~ tal

of 1mfolding events;

propaganda instituted and sustained
f~~ th~ obv:t,_~~~ 1ni~po__~~
~

The Uew York Times, november. 24, 1926

The New York Times, October 7, 1926
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defendants
the _.,.,..
----- in advance of trial~ •• -To that end the
--prosecution has from the very begim1ing endeavored to
give

'§:.

story

day' to the

~efendants~

~

-9.E.

th~ oth~,!

of the

their witnesses or their attorneys, and

~lways ~

inmmndo.,

each installment

press~

sensational fling at

~arrying ~

almost

§:.

understatement Qr.. overstatement

SJJfl'.!esj;jng

of the defense

,2

l

a

fal sehooa.H

~

This was signed .by foor

counsel~

The Times .itself told of the,_;immense amount of
material which was expected to come out of the trial by
a·reoital of the preparations that were being made in
its

anticipation~

There were three hundred and

seventy~

five seats available in the courtroom, one hundred of
which had been reserved for the three hundred newspaper
men expected.

One hundred and twenty-five had to be

saved for the state's

The relatives of the

witnesses~

accused had to be provided

All-of this left few

for~

seats for the citizens who nare paying for the whole
3

show and ought to have a look-in.n

The telephone

companies made more preparations to give this casd
national publicity than they had ever made for any event
other than the Dempsey-Tunney fight.

The.giant switch-

board, placed in the cellar of the courthouse, had room

---------- ---------- ---- ·-- ··-

·1
2

3

The Hew York Times, October 12, .. 1926
Italics mine
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for 120 operators.
While the trial was actually in progress there
were two hundred reporters present.
for the grand jury proceedings•
gra:phers on duty at all

hours~

Fifty had come

There were fifty photoUhtil"the olosing days of

the trial ten were stationed in the courtroom; an
eleventh fell through the skylight on the day that Mrs.
Rall took the stand.
in Somerville.

Eight daily pai:>ers leased houses

Such writers as Will Durant, Billy

Sunday, Dorothy Dix, and f.,fary Roberts Rhinehart produoed signed articles in :pai:>ers and magazines.

TTThe

Rev. A§lmee McPherson covered the story for the New York
G:i:aphio from the vantage point of Southern

California~"

Of the fifty reporters on the ·case sixteen were employed
by the New York
Yorlc
New, _
by the _
.
. 1and thirteen
_ Daily l~ews
Daily l'llrror~ both tabloids~ The ~York Times stated

-.~--

on the day the accused were acquitted 11;000,000 words
were sent out during the trial, 1•110,600 of which were
2

testimpny~

Senator Simpson, assistant attorney general of New
.Jersey, appointed by the governor to prosecute the case,
was responsible in part for the amount of publicity that
the case
1
2

received~

Described as some writer as a man

The Great American Band Wagon, cn.ap.11·~
The New Yorlc Times, December 3, 1926
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who would be "just outside the .pale" in any profession,
he virtually found himself forced to give stories to the
newspapers sinoe he had accepted the evidence that the
tabloid, '11he

Ne\~

York Daily llirror, produced as a pa.rt

of the basis for the pro:secution of Mrs;. Hall and her
relatives~

Soon after the arrest of M.rs. Hall, Simpson

announced that the publicity given by the newspapers was
the best thing in the world for the case, and forthwith
withheld the name of a woman who presented herself to
testify.

She was.dressed in an orange colored dress and

straightway became, for all reporters purposes, nthe
1

woman in orange".
From his effort to aid the newspapers in securing
publicity for the case and still to conceal a oonsiderallle
share of facts there resulted a maze of mystery witnesses,
one, two, and three; detectives X:9Y., and Z; and instances
half reported.

Simpson's reiterated belief in the story

of TJrs. Gibson, nthe pig womanlf, had its :part in prolonging her stories of "the woman in grayn and TYthe bushy
haired man".
He measured the Hall house, took pictures of the
gate post, guarantee that they would not be

2

:published~

One of the defense counsel charged that "the. :prosecution
l

_The New York Times, August --5, 1926
2
The new York Times~ August 15, 1926
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has tried to make the inference that the defendants
in this case have impeded justice ••.• The prosecution
has infered that officials were bribed in 1922, but.no
proof of anything of the sort has been offered.

The

plain fact is that the prosecutor has been hippodroming.
I have hacl a revulsion of feeling, as a member of the bar

.

for forty years, at the flamboyant way in which this
1

campaign has been waged"•

A New Jersey representative decried the state's
inquiry as an n'inquisi tionn.

He cited

th~t

a woman that

Simpson himsudf had said did not actually commit the crime
was dragged from her home at 1:00 a.m. to be arrested.
"Vlhat are sober minded people to think cf all this?" he
said.

"Have we reached the time when hysteria of sen-

sational newspaper publicity is to take the place of the
2

ordinary process of law ?"
not all nevrnpapers were in sympath;y \Vi th senator
Simpson and the policies of the larger
Somerville Unionist-Gazette,

i~

dailies~

The

an editorial entit&ed

"Bungle~", attacked the sensational methods of Simpson,
the oost of the trial to the taxi:>ayer9 the fact that
Simpson defamed the work of one of the officials who had
l
2

3

The Mew York Times, September 24, 1926
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handled the first investigation and who had died
before this investigation

began~

.Another editor pub-

lished an editorial in which he stated that he thought
Simpson to be, because of his actions in this case, on
1 .

the brink of a fall in the esteem of the public.
That ·Simpson himself was aware of the antagonism
on the part of the local· newspapers is to be noted in
his desire to try the aase before a foreign jury.

He is

quoted as saying, nThe newspapers in somerset county have
been whipping up public sentiment against the

investigatnon~

1I would not take the responsobility of

this case

tr~ing

in Somerset county while the eyes of the nation are on
New Jersey, without first obtaining an opinion from the ·
court~

I say that Somerset is not .the kind of county

to administer justice in this

2

case~"

That there was much sympathy for the accusee is.
evident.

One of J.'irs. Hall's lawyers declared, just

after she had been aroused from bed and arrested at
midnight, and later lodged·in jail, that he had talked
to twenty-five leading merchants in new Brm1swic}\: who
were indignant at the way the case was being handled
and who said that regardless of guilt or innocence Mrs.
3·

Hall's treatment in arrest was brutal.
''

2

3

Reprinted from the New York Times, August 10, 1926
'
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The New Brunswick Board of Trustees, incensed at
the manner in which the case was being conducted, sent
a resolution to the governor condenming it and ·asking
that the innocent be protected as well as .the guilty
·1

pub.i shed~ .
The.pastor who had succeeded the Reverend Mr. Hall,
speaking for publication, said, "I am convinced of the
innocence of these fine people.
or hope they are
than I can

· It is my convictions, deeper

innocent~

2' .
describe~"

It is not that I think

On the day on which the trial ope121-

ed. one hundred and ninty-four women signed an expression
of confidence in lfil's.

3

Hall~

·Mrs. Frank Voorhees and Mrs.

Paul Bonner, sisters of Hall, testified to their
for the

4

sym~athy

widow~

It should be noted in passing that one man of some
eminence, Dr. James H. Snowden, former pl-ofessor in the
Western Theological Seminary, indicated that he was in
favor of newspaper publicity.

He expressed the opinion

that publicity by the newspapers of such crimes as the
Hall-Mills murder were nrendering a necessary service
in the vast hospital of our human
1
2
3
4

5

5

world~n

The New Yorlc Times, August 18, 1926
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Stories so· widely disseminated by the newspapers
had the effect of arousing the dormant morbid curiosity
Persons from all

of the public in remarkable measure.

over the United States journeyed to new Brunsv1ick to the
scene of the murder.
appeared in the Times:

On August 23 the following

nrnterest in the farm and in the
Although it rained

homes of the principals has revived.
steadily yesterday, throughout the day

~utomobile

some bearing license plates from other

I
states~

past the

paragr~ph

parties,

drove slowly

A clerk in a store in Albany Street,

h0mes~

New Brunswick, reported that a tourist from Texas stopped
at the store and offered to pay

~~10

for a guide who would

show him the Hall and Carpehder homes, the rector's church,
the Episcopal church of St. John the Evangelist, the
l"

l:Tills home and the Phillips farm.n
Somerville prepared to capitalize the advertising it
had

received~

11

While the moves and countermoves in the
t

case itself were being made yesterday,n the report read,
n

Somerville settled down in bustling pre1mration for
\

tomorrows trial.

Houses have been rented at undreamed

of figures and quick lunch places are springing up to
handle the crowd which Somerville, like Dayton, Tennessee,
hopes will flock in.

Captain Robert Holmes of the

Somerville police department said that a survey of the
l

The New York Times, August 23,

1~26
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town reminded him of the bustle of a county

l'
fair~n

The anticipation of huge crowds seems to have been
justified for on November 8, when the trial. was well
under way, a statement in the Times read, "The trial
of the famous case has revived interest in-the Phillips
farm.

• The place where the bodies were found is still

~

vacant.

Boys stationed themselves today in Easton Avenue

at the.entrance to DeRussey's lane, where they directed
traffic and watched parked cars.

Across the meadow

where the crabapple tree once flourished, all through
the day hundreds of cars were parked•

A :path has been

worn through the grass from the murder spot around the
bushes to where Jane Gibson has declared she tied her
mule.
"The more curious among the sightweers drove their
oars up the long lane for a mile or more to Hamilton
Avenue and thence to the home of Jane Gibson where they
2

found a state trooper on guard•"
The day on which the love letters were read in court
a newspaper account told that npassengers •• • stopped
off in hundreds to inspect the scene of the Hall

3

trial~"

The next day nThe usual quota of Sunday sightseers drove
:past the church and the homes of 11Irs. Hall and James
Mills~

I
2

3

.although the home of the husband of the dead

The New York Times, November 2, r926
The ·l~ew York Times, November 8, 1926
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woman is on a side street and not easy to· find.

A

greater number went to the Phillips farm and to the
famous lane.

Hundreds, perhaps_ thousands, attempted

to vist the farm, but for the first time they turned
back. • • The ovn1ers of the development have been unable
to sell homes since the revival of the case.

Sightseers

have even tried to remove parts of the unsold dwellings
as souvenirs, although they were not there four years ago,
and the shingles, even panes of glass from the cellars have
l"
been taken~tt
After the defendants were acquitted the

Hev~

Ernest

Pugh, rector of St. John's Episcopal church in Somerville,
said that J/frs. Hall ana_ her brothers had been persecuted
rather

th~n prosecuted~

and that the public courts had been

a:

lowered bir the "contemptible methods of Alexander Simpson. 11
The publicity given the case in 1926 far surpassed
that of the earlier trial•

In 1922 the Times gave it

608 inches of space in September, 2, 154 i.n October, 1, 139
in November and 155 in December, making a total of 4,o56
inches~

In 1926, 257.5 inches of reading matter were

given in ,July; 2, 660. 5 in August, l, 816 in September, l, 034
in October, 5,871 in Hovernber, and 1,267 in December, totaling 12,608 inches or more than three times as much as had
been printed in 1922.

The largest amount of space

-----·----~------__;..~--~~~--------~----~~~~

l
2
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deiroted to 1 t 1n one issue of the Tl.mes was thirty-three

columns •.
Figures alone a.re not invariably conclps1ve; many

fortU1 toua circumstances may determine 11' a story be long
or short. An unexpected happening of importance reported
at the last

mome~t

might cause a story which otherwise

would have occupied one and a half columns of space to be

reduced to a half column, a paragraph. or to be crowded
out entirely. But over a period.of three or four months
the amotmt

or space 'gtveri'one

particular subject becomes

significant in showing the policy or the newspaper. That
Policy might ha.ve been adopted baca.use of . the influence of

outs1de,a.genc1es to be followed only temporarily. ,In that
case 1 t 1s 1nterest1ne; to note the great ,.nfluence that

the tabloid had in sweeping an otherwise conservative

newspaper into such

1iJ. delup;e

of writing concerned with a

senaationa.l crime which had little or no

1mportanc~

out-

side the state of New Jersey. The case will be more fully

discussed in the conclusion of the whole study, where an
~

••

,,~,/.!}~

•.!>''••'(•

~·~.·~·""~"···~,.,

A,

•

endeavor will be made to see it in its large· and its comPar1t1ve significance.
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The

Y~sas

City Journal-Post and the State
versus
Jonathan Me Davis

The administration of· Jonathan 1·1t. Davis as governor
of Kansas from 1923 to 1925 was a turbulent one in
many respects.

A Democrat executive in a state usually

Republican is not lilcely tO haye plain sailing no matter
what discontent with the Republican party, as manifest
in the election of a Democrat to power, has brought him
to office.

Some criticism was, then, to be

expected~

Extremely caustic critic.ism of Davis, however, ·did not
arise until near the close of his administration, when
his policy of granting pardons to an unusually large
number of convicts, some of whom had served onlit a brief
part or no part of their terms, attracted ·wide attention
in the

state~

Various newspapers had broadcast the fact that Davis
was granth1g great numbers of pardons and paroles during ,
the last few weeks of his administration, and while
there may h.9.ve been plain enough 1nsinua tions that the:t
dealings of the governor in this respect had not all
been straight and above board, it remainwd for the Kansas
City

Jo~rnal-~ost

to bring matters to a climax with a

deliberate accusation and to offer proof that the accusation
could be substantiated.
An explanation is necessary at this time regarding
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references to the Jtnn:ruil-l?cist which will ap})ee..r
frequently in the follow:ing

The newspaper organ-

pages~

ization lmovm as the Kansas, City Journal-.t:ost_ is the
result of the consolidation of the old
J~1~rnal

and

the. Kansas City

Post~

Kan~

City

. The Kansas City Journal

appears in the morning; the Kru1sas City Post in the
evening, while one paper, the
appears each Sunday.

K~~

City Journal-Post,

A knowledge of this will enable

the reader to follow more easily the d.iscussion which
follows.
Vli th the aid of Fred W. :Pollman, a convicted IJaCygne

oanlrnr who was seeking a pardon; the J6U.rrtal+Pos t caught
Russell Davis, the governor's son, in the act of acceptmoney which, it was alleged, was to be payment for the

A dictograph had been placed in a hotel room in
c
Topeka, where the transation took place, 1;y means of

pardon.

which men in the adjoining room heard Pollman offer the
money, and Russell Davis accept it.

Davis left and one-

half hour later returned with the pardon, at which time
the listeners, including a representative of the Journal-

Eo..s.t, closed in on young Davis and accused him of accepta bribe.

:P?iid to

He returned to J?ollman the money that had been
him~

The J011rnal-E.Qfil 's action made. im];)OSsible the springing of a trap as planned for the next day by attorney-general,
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Charles B. Griffith, by which he had hoped to catch
the governor and Carl J. Peterson9 state bank commissioner, and so incurred the enmity of Griffith.

The

governor was arrested just two hours before the inauguration
of Ben

s.

Paulen as chief executive of the state,

plaoin~

Davis in such a humiliating position that it,,exoited
pity for him and in all probability brought about his
acquittal in the

t~ial

which followed.

The trap was sprung on Russell navis on:January 9,
1925.

The next morning the Kansas City tTournal bore "$1,250 Bribe For

these headlines:

Pardon~--- Gov~

Davis' Son, Russell, In Deal With Convicted Kansas
Banker.--- Takes

~)1,000

With :Document For

Then Goes To Statehouse, Returns

:~3250 J.,~ore. n

The headlines were borne out below:

nGov. Jonathan

Ill:. Davis' orgy of pardon granting culminated here late
today in the catching of the governor's son, Russell G.
Davis, in the act of accepting a bribe· for a pardon
grantecl by his father, a bribe alleged to have been
J:tQlioited· by the governor and paid to the son on the

directions of the governor~
"Yolmg Dayis accepted $1,000 in a room in the
Uattonal hotel, left and returned with the pardon and
then was paid ~\)250 more.

Cobfronted with the fact that

his dealings with the convict to whom the pardon was
granted had. been heard over a dictograph by ,four
•
Witnesses, young Davis returned the S~250 paid on delivery
of the pardon, and unaccompanie d, l~f'!r the hotel and
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oame back with the
n

~1000

paid on his first

visit~

The money had been marked anci the numbers taken

in advance, and the money he returned was the same paid
to him.

Re refused to say where he had left the

~)>1000

after leaving the hotel to get the pardon and denied
his father lmew anything about the transaction, but other
evidence has been assembled over a period of three weeks,
tending to aonvict' the governor with the solicitation
and acceptance of a bribe.
tt

Present when young Davis

facts were

Vf.

was.~:

confronted· with the

C.. Miller, Belvidere, Kas., state representative;

George H. Wark, federal prohibition director for Kansas;

w.

H. Vlest, shorthand reporter; Ben

c.

Johnson, former

officer at the state penitentiary at Lansing;
Clugston, chief
W~

o~

the Journal-Post's Topeka

w.

C.

Burea~;

Fred

Pollman who paid the money and got the pardon.
n

A prepared statement read by lTr. Pollman follows.

n

'Russell, I am indeed very sorry that your

the· governor, has exacted this money from me~

fa.then:~,.

I have

considered all along.that he could release me on the
merits and the facts in my case, and that. he was my friend.
11

Evidently what he is doing in my case has been

going on for some
not a thief or a

time~
crook~

Your father knows that I am
Had I been such .I would have

fallen for the purchase of a bull november 20, or Joe
Taggart's request that he represent me at my :hearing set
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for December 27, and it was only when he requested
that I employ you that I

oonsider~d

time to do what I am now

doing~

it the opportune

:My friends in the

adjoining room have heard every word and have kno\vn
1

every move, and from now on you can talk to them. 111
The

Journal-~

had assumed the position of one

rendering a great public service, and almost immediately
it sought to ingratiate itself in the publia: confidence.
-The Post, the ev-ening following the exposure of the

governor in the morning Journal, under the headline
nDavis Expose Draws Praise From Readers", said:

"The

Journal-Post received many calls from persons extending
aongratulations to the newspaper for its part surrounding
the pardoning of convicts in Kansas.

"The messages began to pour in as soon as readers
had seen the exc,lusi ve articles on the expose published
in the Journal this morning.
nlrewsdealers reported they were swamped for copies
of the Journal and that their supply was exhausted soon
after being placed on the streets.

Many persons came to

the Journal-Post buil.dlll.pg to obtain copies after the
street circulation was sold

2

out~ 11

The Eo,.s.:t continued the story of the attempted sale
of a pardon in such malUler as to imply that the paper was
l

2
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responsible for whatever action the attorney general's
office might take:

nThe sale of a pardon yesterday by

Russell G. Davis, son of Gov. tTori.athan

Ji'f.

Davis, vvill be

subjected to a double investigation by the state legislature and the attorney general's
"I~'.fr.

office~

• •

Smith· ind.icatedt the attorney general's office

had been investigating along the same line, and that
the exposure by the Journal-Post will lay open a series
of alleged

irregularities~

"Charles B.

Griffith~

attorney general, is ill at

his home and Ivir. Smith said the program of the attorney
general's office would not be decided on until Mr.
Griffith can be consulted.

"Mr. Smith, however; gave assurance that the attorney
l

general v_.Tould take recognition of the matter.,,
That matters had been precipitated with a haste
inconvenient to the courts is seen in a statement by
Tinkham Veale, county attorney of Shawnee county in

whi~h

Topeka is located, to the effect that he was not ready
for action.

"On the face of the story published this

morning in the Kansas City Journal,n said Mr.

veale~uthe

case seems to be air tight, not only against Russell
Davis, but against his father, Governor

.

])avis~

"I desire a little more time to go over the law in
1

The Kansas City Post, January 10,

~1925
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the case and to get the facts more firmly in mind.
vvhen I have studied. it thoroughlJr, I vvill issue the
complaints against the governor and. his son at my ovm
1

motion. • • "
The conflict with the attorney general's office
is also e-:-rident from the first.

A story in the Journal-

Post on tTarmary 11, rea(l, nThe exposure of the sale of the
sale o·r- the :pardon, it is telievecl, stoppec1 the arrangements for the

deli·~.ier;r

of '\Tfal ter Crundy, former Hutchinson

banker convictecl in the crash of the l1'ourth State Bank

a year ago.
nThe Attorne:r General's office, it is

u.nde~cstood,

has been cooperating vrith Shawnee cou. nt;y officials to
tra1) alleged agents of Grm1di in the act of pa;y-ing a
bribe of $3,500 to a prominent official of the Davis
administration.
"It is mHlerstood a dictograph hac.l been i')laced in

the office of the official and the stage had been set
for the exchange of the , :oney today •
.,The story of the Pollman pardon in the Journal this
2

morning t)le1v up the arrangements, it is Tmclerstood."
The oustomar;;r cl.ragging in of the family of the
a':.~cusecl

was not neglected

b~r

the Journal-Post, although

the treatment in this instance macle a show of sympathy.

"Nov1here is there a \'Jorc1 in behalf of Governor Davis.
1

2
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Every legislator either is reacting the latest news
of the pardon bribe adcepted by the governor's son
or aslcing his neighbor at his side what he thinks about
it all.
nThe shades are drawn in the Governor's mansion.
The reporter rings the modest doorbell.

'Hoi replied l.Irs. Davis, 'he left a short

Davis here?'

time. ago rli th his cousin.
be back.

'Is Russell

J?robabl~v

after a little while.'

is dressed in black.
n11rs. Davis is

I do not know when he will

lvirs ~ J)avi s

She looks as if she had been weeping.
~:novm

the governor's mansion.

as the 'homiest' mistress of
She is loved in Topeka and
.

I

today the people here will say this to one:
n

'There is one whom I feel sorry for.

Mrs. Davis.

a.

That. is

She is one of the sweetest little mothers

I ever l:new. ·rn

The Post on January 12 told the story of the
governor's arraignment in court.

"For the first time

in the hi story of the state, Yansas to clay saw its
go-:rernor }?laced lmder arrest.
nTwo hours l)efore his i·etirement from office,

Gov. Jonathan H. Dayis,

\Ji th

his son, Russell, was summoned

-~··-.. ··~··-------------------~----------

't
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by telephone to the Shavmee coi.mty courthous.e to answer
to a charge of accepting a bribe of $1,250 for the
pardon of Fred.
11

w.

Pollman convicted banker of LaCyne.

Fifteen minutes later Governor Davis and his son appear-

ed in the court of Judge Paul H. Heinz for arraignment.
nThe arrest of the governor and his son followed
futile attempts by his attorneys to delay the arraignment
1U1til after the inauguration of Ben

s.

Paulen, the new

governoT, ,,;.w!iich was at noon. 11
The governor went direcitly from the court room
to the inaugural.
11

Of hiB reoe:Ption the Post said,

Vlhen the governor appeared there was a wave of applause

throughout the crowd.
n

The a11plause f'roze into silence as the governor

made his clenial.

It was not until he launched into

his set speech and mentioned the name of Governor-elect
1

J?aulen that the crowd applauded again."
The Post of the same elate carried a picture of
.A~torney

General Griffith with a caption VJhich read, nBats

for Davis'!

The underline stated that Griffith vms trying

to block the prosecution of Davis.
The attack on Griffith having opened, the .Journal
carried it on the following morning.

1

By continually

The Kansas City Post, January 12·, 1925
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calling him to account in their columns, by asking why
he'had not done various things, the Journal and the Post
not only put him in a bad light before the public, since there
were so many· insinuations of bribery among officials in.1
the air, but also covered up the fact that they were
interfering with the attorney genereal's plan for prosecuting the offenders.
Jo_~1rnal

For example, the issue of the

for January 13 bore the story,

n

Charles B.

Griffith, attorne~r general of Kansas, late· today demande_d./the-'resignation of Carl J.

Peterson~

state bank

commissioner, an appointee of former Governor Jonathan.M.
Davis.
n:eeterson refused to resign anc1 Griffith later
am1ounced he will file proceedings tomorrrow morning in
an effort to oust the bank commissioner.
"Griffith's action followed repeated eff'orts on the
part of the Journal-Post to obtain from

Gri~fi th

a

statement as to ·why he had not pressed action on
afficlavi ts he was lmown to have had in his possession invalving a state official in connection with efforts seekiing
to obtain a parole for Grundy.
nGriffith called the bank commissioner to his office
shortly before 5 o'clock this afternoon after he had struck
the manager of the Topeka bureau of the

J011rn~l-Post

who

had gone to Griffith's office for information relative
to the Grm1dy parole proceedings."
The innuenc1o that is conspicuous hero, reflecting
upon the integrety of the attorne;7 genera:t, was

continued
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in the columns of the

Jou~rna~

Post, and it also made much

of its role of liartyr elsewhere in the same issue.

Under

the head, nGriffi t:!r Strikes Bribery Prober.--- Journa~-P.ost ·
Writer Assaulted by Kansas Attorney Generalu, this

nvv.

sto:ry appeared:

G. Clugston, chief of the Topeka

Bureau of the Kansas City Journal-Post, late today was
assaulted by Charles B. ·Griffith, atto:rne:7 general of·
Kansas ....... ' I haven't anything for you this afternoon',
Griffith said before either of the correspondents had
.adclressed him.
"Griffith arose from his seat and statted toward
Ur. Clugston.

tT

1

You printed a dirty lie about me this

afternoon,'Griffith said angerly.

He referred to an

article publishec1 in this afternoon's Pot.3-.t stating that
the attorney general.was 'moving heaven and earth' to
block the prosecution of former Governor Davis and his son
Russell G. Davis.
nAdvancing toward I:Ir. Clugston 'Jriffith said: 'You've
1

got to get out of my

o<~fice ~'

nGriffi th struch Tir. Clugston on the chest with the
palm of his hand.

The blovr sounded out in the corridor.

'I'm· a sick man', Griffith shouted, 'and I want you to
get out of my office.'
11

'

I know you have been sick.'

"Griffith and

Sm~th

i'Kr • Clugston replied.

then pushed Mr. Clugston out of

the office and slammed the door in his face.

Griffith's

anirnosi ty toward_ the Journal-Post h,as been apparent since
the newsj;apers caught

Y~ussell

Davis accepting a 1Jri be

from Fred Pollman in exhhange for a pardon signed by former
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Governor Davis.n
On January 13, the date of this story, Pollman went
to the oi:fice of Governor Paulen and offered to surrender
his pardon.

The next a_ay, however, the Kansas City Star

and attorney general Griffith had criticized Pollman
for his part in the plot to trap Governor Davis.

The

same prolific issue of the Post carried his retort:

----

" 'I have no quarrel with the Kansas Ci t:y Star or Charles
~~--

~~·

B. Griffith, attorney general of Kansas, or for that
matter, former governor Davis.

I simply. followed former

governor Davis's instructions to the letter as those
instructions vrere given me by Glenn A. ])ayis, his
messenger, except that I took into my con:fi cience nnimpeachable witnessess to all my movements.
what constituted a crime.

Evidently that is

It might probably be called

a breach of etiquette - hardly a crime.
"'Exposing this trafficking in pardons and taking the
~C?urnal-~

into my confidence, I presume, v1as another

orime.
"'However, I had only in mind the welfare of the
public and at all ·times my sympathies \Vere with those ·who were
worthy and behind prison bars.

I did. not think t·hey should

· be stripped of every vestige of property by peanut
politicians when vvorthy of a release.

They

}~ave

hard

enough time beating back 11nder the most favora1)le circumstances.
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"'In my three interviews with Russell G. Davis, the
governo1.. ·' s son, tv10 of which were sought by him, I re:peatec11;.r gave him warning as to the seriousness of the transaction we were engaged in.
Tl'

.A.t no time ha;-:re I relied on the pardon issued

by. governor Davis under such c ircmnstances, as any of

m~T

friends with whom I have workecl for the last two v1eeks will
testify.
"'If in exposing this pardon graft, I ·have committed
a sin ~gainst society, then God help us.
n

'I expect to l)e in Topeka January 13, there to &1sv..rer

any charges JJlaced against me, and shall be pleasec1 to meet
the honorable Charles B. Griffith.
l

(Signed )Fred VI.

Pollman.'"
On January 23, Davis and his son waived preliminary
hearing; and on January 31

the~/

plead.ed not guilty in the

district court.
On January 25,· the accusing :papers cleared their
skirts at the expense of Griffith again.

'disregarding the fact that their own

Very lightly

~ction

had interupted

the methoc1ical ,legal inYestigation of the state which
might have meant conviction for the governor, his son
ana the state bank oomissioner,

the~r

characterized the

attorne;{ p,:eneral's antagonistic attitua.e as one .of.
"sour grapes".

The acco1mt in the Journal of January 25

---···-·--------------- ------------1

The Kansas City Post., JanuaTy 13, 1€l25
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reads,

0

Gr1ff1th announced yesterday afternoon.that he

was going to demand that Judge Paul Heinz, the new county
attorney of Shawnee County, file a complaint against Peterson.
He was reported further to have said that if Judge Heinz declined
to do so, he, Griffith, would ask Governor Paulen for
instructions to act against Peterson. • •
"Some observers see in Griffith's announcement of his
intention of demanding action by the county attorney a move
on Griffith's part to cover up the fact that he failed to
handle the Grundy-Peterson case so it would stand up in court.
It is pointed out that if he can make it appear that the
county attorney is refusing to act, it may have the effect
of taking the blame off: his own shoulders.
·~.Griffith's

attitude and actions throughout the entire

pardon scandal are creating much speculation throughout
the state.

In

the~

irstplace, he endeavored to prevent

the filing of complaints in the Pollman case against the
former governor.at a time when, according to later developments, he

w~s

in possession of substantiating evidence in

·the form of the Oswald affidavit against Peterson and the
governor.

The Oswald affidavit was not made public and

Peterson's resignation demanded until the Journal-Post had
learned from other sources that the attorney general had
it in hie poeeeesion and demanded what action he was going
to take.
11

.The kindest

interpr~tation tha~

is being_ put on the

.

s1tµat1on is that the attorney general was chagrined becaus:e
-·
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the Pollman exposure had prevented him from taking the spotlight by the completion of the Peterson case and that since
then it has been a case of 'sour grapes' with him. n;:

In a

very small paragraph following the above was printed Griffith's
denial

th~t

he would act if the county attorney did not.

That the campaign a.gainst Griffith by the Journal-Post
was bearing the fruit for which that paper had hoped and
was laying the ·attorney general open to suspicion and attack
from his political enemies is seen in the following article:
"Sttorney General

c.

B. Griffith late

~oday

was made

the subject of a .::personal attack on the floor of the senate ........
'I want to know by what right the~ attorney generai is up
here lobbying fur bills?'

Senator Sparks said.

'I want

to know why he has to come up here and help us run our
business instead of staying down in his off ice and running
his own affairs.'
11

As Senator Sparks began his attack Mr. Griffith walked

quietly from the chamber, but the senator continued, and
was applauded vigorously by the senators on both sides of
the house.
"'I'm getting sick: and tired of having the attorney
general come up here and.lobby to have bills changed from
one committee to another, 'the senator said.

"'I'm

getting tired of this sort of procedure and I

would like to know why we have to stand for it.

.If he

hasn't enough work down in his own office to keep him busy
let him get rid of some of those deputies in.his office.
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It seems to me we a.re able to run this senate without his
, assistance.
" 'Anyway I don't like him! he continued.
like any

~rook,

' I ·don't

and I don't believe this man is on the square.

If he is, of course, I will a.poligize, but I'm going to
· introduce a. resolution to have him and his books and his
records investigated, a.nd I'll bet any senator

$100 that

when we get through I won't have to apologize.' 1 ~

1

A later development is to be noted on February 22,
after the attorney general ha.d been forced to· act a.long
lines vastly different from those of his original intention.
"When the Pollman deal, in which Pollman, convicted ba.nk:er
of La.Cygne, Kansas, purchased a. pardon from Russell G. Davis,
the governor's son, for

$1~250,

first was revealed in the

Journal-Post, the attitude of Charles B. Griffith was not
friendly.
"Mr. Vea.le, then county attorney of Shawnee,County, filed
the complaints against the governor and his sono
"The retention of Vea.le as special assistant attorney
general to assist Paul H. Heintz, the present county attorney,:
and Ed. Rooney, assistant, indicates, ·observers believe, a
.

change of attitude of the part of Mr. Griff ith.u

2

On February 21, at the preliminary heaping of Davis
and Peterson, Mrs. Grundy testified that Peterson had told
1

2

The Kansas City Journal, Feb. 12, 1925
The Kansas City Journal-Poet, Febo 22, 1925
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her to go home and get her attorney fees when she had
,conferred with him concerning a pardon for her husband.

1

The date of the trial was set for May 11, and since
not enough evidence had been secured on the Grundy case
because of the Journal-Post's intervention, to.try Davis
on that case alon14 the state resorted to the use·of the
evidence secured in the Pollman

·~ase.

The attorney· general

was forced into the unique position of watching _the defense
accuse the Journal-Post of "trumping up the casen while he,
since he was forced to usethe Pollman evidence secured by
the Journal-Post, had tQ sit by in silence.

Da.vis went to

trial alone, the Peterson case being postponed.
On May 13 an account in the_ Journal read,

11

The court-

room was packed to capacity this afternoon as the main
evidence in the case was reached. • •

On cross examination

efforts were made by the defense counsel to entangle Glenn
Davis into statements to show he had been prompted to take
part in the a.ction that resulted in the exposure of Russell
Davis by the Journal-Post.
"However, the witness steadily maintained he had taken
part in no plot to 'get' the governor and that he had not
talked to any newspaper reporters or newspaper men until
long after the plans were made tor paying Russell Davia $1,250
for a pardon for Pollman. "Pollman and Davis had formed a
friendship while both had been prisoners.
~

1

The Kansas City Journal, February 21, 1925

They had been.
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paroled and were working in conjunction for pardons.
Again, on the next day the Journal stated that
"The defense continued its efforts late this afternoon to
make it .appear that the charges against the former governor
were largely 'trumped up' by the Journal-Post.·~

l

Still, making much of the position of the Journal-Post
.

as an agent of the public, and incidentally predicting that
the Grundy case .of the attorney general would not stand up
in court, the Journal on May 15 said, nit became more
evident than ever before this afternoon that the Pollman
evidence is the backbone of the case. against Jonathan M.
Davis, former governor, when the defense laid ·the foundation
for the charge that the Grundy case was a.frame-up.
"The cross exam1nat1on·of A. L. Oswald, chief witness
..

in the Grundy case, revealed the weakness of the case, and
made plain the strategic victory of the defense when it .
succeeded in getting this case against the governor called
first."
On May 20, the Journal carried the statement that
friends of Davis thought the state had failed to produce
substantial evidence showing that the former governor had
solicited a bribe from Oswald.

He was acquitted the next

day and the Journal said that the defense again attacked
the Journal-Post, that '~attorneys for the state told the
Jury of the necessity for a newspaper to give 1ts readers
the news and commended the Journal-Post for its activities
'

in the big pardon and parole scandals.·~
l

2

The Kansas City Journal, May 14, 1922
The Kansas City journal, May 21, 1925.
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On the release of Davis The Kansas Citx Star commented,
'

11

The acquittal of Jonathan M•. Davis by a jury in the Shawnee·

county court here last night meets with generai satisfaction·
at the state capital. ·
·~.Topeka

is a political center, and from the beginning

the politicians did not look upon the Davis case seriously.
However, there has been a strong undercurrent of sympathy
among all classes of people here from the- time of his arrest.
Davis was arrested two hours before he retired from the
office of governor.
for h1m.

That act itself created much sympathy

'They should have waited until he was out of

office' was the expression given to this line of sympathy.''
The Star indicated that too much was made ·of the Pollman
case; that it had been a trap that had proved tq be a
"two edged sword 11 , ev.entuaf_ly creating so much sympathy
for the governor that it went a great way in keeping him
fromh:ling convicted.
The attitudes of The Kansas City Star and of the
Kansas City Journal-Post toward.campaigns waged by each
other are the attitudes usually maintained by rival
papers edited in the same city.

While seldom openly

antagonistic to a campaign of the other paper, they are
as a rule decidedly cool about it, and g-1ve as little space
to it in their own columns as is possible.

Something of

the attitudes of the two newspapers toward each other is
1

The Kansas City Star, May 21, 1925.

1
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seen in the above

quotation~f-rom

the Star in regards to the

'Journal-Post's action in the Davis case.
It is altogether possible that the rivalry on the part
of the t .wo papers may have been in part responsible for
1

the action of the Journal...;Post, since each paper ls always
seeking means to increase its prestige.
The writer b-elieve~ that a newspaper may at times act
as the protector of the.fublic but that it has no right to
race the courts for the privilege, if the
preparing to act.

co~rts

are

Further discussion of this chapter will

be made in the conclusion.
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The Kansas City Star and the State
versus
John R. Brinkley
The third case to be here studied is that of J. R.
Brinkley, former medical practitioner at

Milf6~d,

Kansas,

'in the defense in 1930 of his legal right to practice medicine, which right the state, sponsor_ed
~and

by~

Times, was attempting to take from him.

Kansas City.
The case

eo developed that it is. open to study from four angles; )
the campaign for the cancellation of Brinkley's license for
his radio st.ation, the campaign against his candidacy for
the governorship, and the personal campaign which the Star
waged against him.

The 'first two of these divisions

pertain to the legal aspects of the prosecution; .the third
was directed by the Star; and the fourth, the newspaper's
personal antagonism, may be readily discerned throughout
the whole.

A brief summary will serve to clarify the case

and mak:e possible a better understanding of the Star's
treatment of it.
On April 9 there appeared on the first page.of the
~'

under the head of '!Quackery On The A1r 1 ~., a news story

commenting on an article by Dr. Morris Fishbein which was to
be published on April 10 in an issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Dr. Fishbein was the editor

of the Journal and president of the American Medical Association.

Excerpts from the news story as it quotes from the

art~-

1cle of Dr. Fishbein show the basis of the charges brought against
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Brinkley, and something of the Star's method of dealing with
the case.

The fact that the Star was able to quote the -article

before its appearance is evidence of advance planning that had
been given to the campaign •
11

A 'charlatan' of the rankest sort is the charge made

against 'Dr.' John R. Brinkley of Milford, Kansas, by
Dr. Morris Fishbein, editor of the Journal-of the American
Medical Association, in the issue of that periodical to be
tomorrow", the news story runs.

11

He calls on the federal

radio commission to take action in the way of curbing the
activities of Brinkley and other medical fakirs, who are
using the radio to carry their nostrums into the homes •.
·'-'_'Recently Brinkley has extended his commercialization
to medicine--via the radio--by prescribing for his ·unseen,
unknown audience and then entering into a financial agreement
with druggists whose professional standards are apparently
as low as his own. ; •

Brinkley's educational history.is·

as shady as his professional rec?rd.
diplomas not recognized by the license
of the union.'"

He has claimed two
b~ards

of most states

The paper stated that both he and his

~ife

received diplomas from the Kansas City College of Medicine
and Surgery, the old Eclectic school, in 1919.
On April 29 the

~

brought against Brinkley.

listed formal charges which had been
They were that the high school

nameld in his application to the state board for a license
as the one from which he was graduated in 1908 with'sixteen
credits did not exist in 1908; that he was guilty of gross
immorality and unprofessional conduct; that he had previously
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pleaded guilty to selling intoxicating liquors;·that he had
been placed under a peace bond of $1000 for having threatened
to shoot a man; that in the

yea~

1920 he had gone to Chicago

and began to practice medicine without a license, leaving
just when the state was preparing to take action against him;
that in 1923 the state of Connecticut had revoked his license
in California on the basis of reciprocity and had been refused
the license; that in 1924 he had been indicted by the state
of California on a charge of conspiracy to v:iolate the medical
laws of the state, and officials of California had asked for
his extradition, which was refused by Governor Davis of Kansas;
that the University of Pavia, Italy, had annulled the degree
which it had granted him on account of the low standing of
the Eclectic Medical University, where he claimed to have
received a part of his medical education,· but that in spite ·.
of the annulment he still continued to claim that he was a
graduate of the University _of Pavia.
It was charged also that for a number of years past he had
maintained a hospital at Milford, Kansas, where he performed
what he called "the compound" operation for purposes of curing
diseases of the prostate gland,

high~blood

pressure, impotancy,

sterility, some types of diabetes, heurasthenia, epilepsy
and dementia praecox; that, in connection with the compound
operation, where additional gland tissue is needed, he.claimed
that he transplanted animal glands to the patient, for
which operation he charged $750--an operation which could not
be performed in the manner which he described, and is of no
..

value to the patient, with even worse conditions resulting

in
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some cases; that patients were frightened into signing .checks
for exhorbitant fees by descriptions of dangerous and complicated cases; that for wealthy patients he advised a human
gland operation, for which he charged $5000; that he declared
that he had success in ninety to nlnety-f ive percent of his
operations; that he became drunk and ridiculed the nold
fools" who had the operations; that he made false claim that
no patient had ever died in his hospital; that he diagnosed
over the radio, a dangerous practice which allows much chance
for error; that, he guaranteed and promised cures through·
the mail in violation of the American medical code, and that
he boasted that he was not

go~erned

by that body.

On May .6 the Star, in reference to Brinkley, stated that
_the "lost manhood quack:" had sued Dr. Fishbein and Dr.

w.

L.

Yates of Junction City in a joint suit for $600,000, Dr. Fishbein
for

writin~

them.

articles about him and Dr. Yates for circulating

Dr. Fishbein replied the following day by saying that

it was a bluff on Brinkley's part and that the suit would
never come to trial.
~n

1

May 20 Brinkley'_s applicatton for a temporary

injunction, which he had filed on May 6, enjoining the
state board of medical registration and examination from
acting upon a complaint seeking revocationof his license,
was denied.

Attorneys for Brinkley had filed the suit

on ·the ground that the medical board had no authority to
summon and compel the

attend~nye

of witnesses, and therefore
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that Brinkley could not make an adequate defense against
the Kansas Medical Society.

"It was argued that a license

to practice medicine is a property right which cannot be
arbitrarily taken away, and since there could be no
compulsion of witnesses to attend the hearing on behalf
of Dr. Brinkley, it was contended that the cancellation
would be taking property without due process of law."

1

He

appealed to the supreme court of Kansas, and eventually to
the United States supreme court.

The Kansas court handed

down a decision against him on June 13.
States court's action is still pending.

2

The United
On June 21, the

date for Brinkley's hearing before the medical baard was
advanced to July 15, at which time Brinkley produced numerour witnesses to testify that he had cured them of equally

,,

numerous diseases.

He was forced to admit under oath that

booklets which he sent through the mail describing the
3
operation did not describe it as he performed it~
On
September 15 members of the state medical board and newspaper men watched Brinkley perform a gland operation, and
two days later the Kansas medical board declared him guilty
of gross immorality and unprofessional conduct, and revoked
his license to practice medicine in the state.
Just before the order was made, Brinkley offered to
sur·render his Kansas license if he should be allowed to keep
1

2

3

The Kansas City Star, May 20, :1930.
The Kansas City Star, June 13, 1930.
The Kansas City Star, July 30, 1930.
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his hospital open under the name of Brinkley Health Institute,
with Dr. Tiberius Jones, his brother-in-law, in charge.
Brinkley announced that he would file an injunction to
prevent the board from carrying out its order of revocation.
On September 25 the state filed f i~ty-two complaints
against Dr. Osborne, Brinkley's chief surgeon in goat gland
cases, who had no license to practice in Kansas, and the
following day the attorney general filed a petition asking
an injunction against Brinkley and Mrs. Brinkley.

It was

in her name that all of the business· of the hospital was
conducted.

On January 28, 1931, Judge John C. Pollock of

the United States district court refused to dismiss the
suit of John R. Brinkley against the Kansas state board
of' medical registration and examination.

He called the

Kansas board's revocation "arbitrary, oppressive and unjust. 1 ~,

-

As a result "the state now must show cause why an injunction
order prohibiting the board from cancelling the license of
Brinkley to practice medicine should not be

granted.'~·

The

case is still pending.
The retaining of his license to practice medicine in
Kansas was not the only legal problem that had been confronting Brinkley during the past six or eight months.
Charges that he was operating his radio station :ror personal
prof it instead of for the benefit of the public were being
circulated, and Brinkley's license permitting him to continue
the use of the station was soon to expire.
Soon after the charges of the American Medical
Association were launched against him, A. B. McDonald,
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a celebrated feature writer of The Kansas City Star who was
assigned to this case, questioned Brinkley as to what he would
do if the federal radio commission did take his radio away
i'rom him.
replied..

t~ They

1

can' t take away what I ha. ven' t got 11 , he

He said that the radio station was owned by the

KFKB Broadcasting Association, and named four men as the ·
principal stockholders.

There were, he said, one thousand

shares of stock, of which'he owned only one.

The same issue

told that McDonald had learned from records at Topeka that,
while it was true that Brinkley owned only one share of the
s·toclt, he and his wife together owned nine hundred and ninetytwo of the one thousand shares.

The company had been organized

at $150,000.
By May 10, Brinkley was making active preparations to
defend his .radio license before the federal radio commission,
which had called him to present reasons why his license
should be renewed on May 20.

He sent out invitations over

his radio asking his friends to go to Washington with him
at his expense to aooear before the commission against the
-"
2 .

cancelling of his license. · He gathered tbirty-f ive of them

together and left for Washington, D.

c.,

on May 16, but did

not take the stand in his own defense, and the federal
commission by a vote of three to two ordered the license of
station KFKB cancelled.3
1
2

3

The Kansas City Star, April 16, 1930.
The Kansas City Times, May 10,

~930.

The Kansas· City Times, June 14, 1930.
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Upon learning that the renewal of his license had been
refused, Brinkley

wa~

quoted as having accused ·the federal

radio commission of accepting a bribe from the American
Medical· Association because of pressure applied by President
!1oover;

the quotation ran, was paying off. an election

~ho,

debt to The Kansas City Star.

When his lawyers threatened
' 1

to quit the case, Brinkley denied the charge.

The court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
granted him a stay order' which permitted the radio station
to continue to broadcast

wh~le

commission was

But on February 2, 1931, the United

p~nding.

t_he · appeal from the radio

States Court of Appeals upheld the radio commission in its
refusal to renew Brinkley's 1-icense.

Brinkley subsequently

sold his equipment to the Farmers' and Bankers.' Life Insurance
Company of Wichita, Kansas, and the federal commlssion assigned
what had been hie frequency to that company.
~ring

January, Brinkley had _carried on a campaign urging

people· to send subscriptions to Cash Davis, a farmer living
close to Salina, to buy the station and· operate it under
the name of

11

The People's Station11 •

2

But he ran into

trouble with the Kansas blue sky commission, whereupon he
urged that the money be sent to Mexico to build a station
there. 3 He is at the time of this writing making 1nves_t1gat1on relative to the securing of a powerful station
1

. The Kansas City Times; June 16, 1930 •

2

3

The Kansas City Star, January 24, 1931.
The Kansas Cftg Times, February 13; '1931.
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in Mexico, just across the line from Texas.
Meanwhile,
angle.

trm.~.ble

was appr.oaching him from yet another

Aroused by the action of the medical_ bm rd.and. the

federal _padio commission, federal postal authorities began
an investigation of the pamphlets and letters that he was
sending through the mail.

On April 25 the Star announced that

the medical board had in its possession two letters written
by Brinkley to a prospective patient which made him liable
to prosecution.

Again, on May 21, a news story said that

the pamphlet 1 °Lif e 11 , had already .been udeclared q.nmaila.ble
by the post office department because of its·lewd, lascivious,
obscene and suggestive contents.• "
On June 15, the Star said:

1

"Let a man ·open a little

off ice in an obscure back room somewhere and put even a
half-inch-advertisement in the papers that he can.cure lost
manhood, and the posta1 authorities will be upon his.back
in double quick time.

E}ut Brinkley seems to have so much

influence in one way or. another, that he has been protected
in the past from

interferenc~

by the postal inspectors who

would gladly close him up if. their superiors would

permit.~

When the hearing before the state medical board

was

called at Topeka, two United States posta.1L authorities who
were conducting the government's investigation attended.
But what the postal authorities ever did, if anything, was
never disclosed in the newspapers.
1
2

The Kansas City Star, May 21, 1930.
The Kansas City Star, June 15, 1930.'
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Nothing daunted by the attacks of the medical board,
the federal radio commission, and The

City

Ka~

~,

Brinkley decided late in the day to enter the race for the
governorship.

It was so late,

~n

fact, that the primaries

had been held and the ballots printed without his name upon
them, necessitating its being written in when a voter
desired to cast a ballot for him.

Since there were no legal

.technicalities standing in the way of' his becoming goverpor,
the campaign against him simmered down to the .propaganda
put into

~irculation

by

~

Kansas City

~

in its endeavor

to keep him from gaining the ofi'ice he sought.

.This material

will be offered later, with the.other material which pertains
to the Star's personal campaign against Brinkley.With this summary in hand the study may now pass to
that part of' the investigation with which it is most.concerned,
namely, that part which shows the manner in

which~

Kansas

Cit:'{ Star and Times dealt with t.;t1e. case in their news columns.
Quotations, both direct and indirect, indicat.e these papers'
attitude.

Following the same line of' procedure wh1.ch I have

used in the summary, the di vis ions of the cas·e will be·
discussed in the order named;

t~e

campaign for the can-

cellation of Brinkley's license to practice

medici~e

in

Kansas, opposition to the renewal of his radio license, and
the propaganda launched against him as candidate for governor.
From the first story which

app~a.red

about Brinkley on

April 9, the Star stressed the point that Brinkley was a
. '~quack.·~

..

'~Quack:'~, ·~_goat

glan,d racketeer'~, 1 ~fraud 11 and

,, charlatan'' are ter~e reiterated so many. ti~es th~t .they
become ta.gs.

For ea.ch charge made the

~

cites many

'11

proofs, sometimes in very colorful writing.
Brinkley practiced fraud from the very

beg~nning

of

his career, the paper asserts, obtaining his medical diploma
through dishonest methods.
Sundal,

~.

April 20,

'~In

A. B•.MacDonald writes in the
searching back: through t.he

reco:' de to f·ind if Dr. John R. Brinkley, the goat gland
doctor of Milford, Kansas, ever honestly and legally obtained
a diploma that entitled him to practice medicine, one is
led into a maze of falsehood,

pe~rjury,

duplicity, fraud

Each time he had applied for a license to

and crime."

practice medicine in any state he had presented different
stories as to the schools he had attended, Mr.
asserted.

MacDon~ld

Some days later Brinkley is presented a.gain,

this time in a headline, as having dishonestly secured his
license.

"A Quackery Brandd:-- Fraud Is Charged From High

School Certificate to latest Impossible Gland Operation•. '~

1

Four days after the appearance of the first story
about Brinkley, .the Star

~ent

Mr. MacDonald, a special

writer whom it had assigned to the case, to Milford to
interview him.

interview do not relate
Excerpts from this
.
/

Brinkley's views alone on the action taken by the medical
association.

By the skillful manipulation of MacDonald

the reader sees Brinkley as a. man wp.o loves
as a. man w,ho is rich.

o~tenta.tion,

These two themes a.re introduced

into stories again and again during the following months.
The fact that Brinkley was '~showy•~ might be depended upon
l

The Kansas City Star, April 29, 193q.
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to alienate some of the more conservative, and the fact
that a man has wealth is always a reason for the antagonism
of a certain per cent of the population.

Especially would

his wealth have ·8: damaging influence against him if it were
made apparent that this wealth was dishonestly obtained
from the public.

Extracts from the interview follow:

'''Glad you came! ' said Dr. J. R. Brinkley

~s

he

·welcomed me last Friday in his· office in ,Milford, Kansas.
'The

American~Medical

Association has denounced me as a

charlatan and quack, but there are two sides to everything,
and I know the Star will be fair enough to print my side
of this fight.'
11

He smiled and

beame~

with good humor.

As I sat down he opened ·a fresh _pack.et of cigarettes.

I began, mentally, to weigh his diamonds; to\ see' which was
the biggest, the one in the necktie, the one set in a
ring of platinum on a finger of his right hand or the
one on his left hand.

They

glitte~ed

as· he moved, and my

de els ion was that the one he .~;had in his tie, as large as
a hazel-nut,. had it over the other two.

By the time I had

decided that point. he had lighted his cigarette, had seated
himself _opposite me, and said:
you may· ask me!'

'I'll answer any question

Fair enough.

"'How much have you invested here,' I asked.
'A half million dollars, and I've made every dollar of
it in the last thirteen years, with the American Medical
Association and most of the doctors fighting me.
fat on fights,' ·and he laughed.

I get

All through the interview
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he laughed and joked. u
In answer to another

question~

he replied "'No,

nothing the doctors can do now can hurt me.

If they revoke

my license, I have .five licens-ed physicians and surgeons,
and six graduate nurses here with me now.

They would keep

right on·and if necessary I could bring here a staff of
graduate doctors ilrom the best medical universities in the
world.' 0
Brinkley requested of MacDonald that in justice to
him he say in the

~

that he did not treat cancer,

tuberculosis,, chronic rheumatism, diabetes or any of the
incurable diseases.

"'I will not accept any patient who

cannot be cured or who may die under treatment , ' '' he
said.

"'No patient of mine has ever died here.

If we

should have a man die here, the doctors who are fighting me
would publish it a11 over the country, so ! must be careful.
•

Other doctors may kill 'em off but I daren't.'

0

l

On file in the ofrice of the bureau of vital statistics,
however, MacDonald found tpat thirty-six death certificates
had been signed by Dr. John R. Brinkley.

11

All of them

'

(the . deceased) died in Milford, Kansas,. since 1918,"
Mr. MacDonald goes on, and, "although the certificates do
not show that all of them died in the hospital, it is
presumed that all of them did die there.

These vital

statistics disclose that six have died in his hospital
in Milford from operations for :cancer alone."
l

2
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"'Only the doctors are.complaining about me and my work.
You never hear a complaint from any of my patients.
are satief ied, ' 11

1

.

They

declared Brinkley in this same interview,

which called forth in the ·Star a few days later.under the
h:ead~ine,

"His Cures Talk:, 0 an article by MacDonald which

in substance reads thus:
· I found several who are complaining and far from
satisfied.

A Mr. Zahner, 64 years old, a Kansas man, had

been listening over the radio for·over a year.

He sai<l:,

'I thought. that he must be all he claimed and could not
conceive that this great government of ours would give a
license to a quack and charlatan to operate a radio broadcasting station with which to rope in victims.

I wrote

him, and the letters from him began coming urging an
examination.

On the same train out of the union station at

Kansas City were twenty odd men.

All had been attracted

by his radio talks and were going for the same kind of
I, did

prostate trouble.

I was examined by a Dr. Osb<r ne.

not see Brinkley.

I was sent to bed and all night long

until four o'clock the next morning

the~e

each being frightened and sent to bed.

men were .exmained,

Sometime after

midnight Mrs. Brinkley came to me and said, "You have a
bad case, a borderline case," and that must be operated
on at once.

She had· a check all filled out for me to

sign, $750.

Being that uncanny hour of night, each man

limping up and down the hall, examination going on,,: I
1
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was unduly influenced and signed it.

Soon after the

operation by Dr. Osborne, Dr. Brinkley came to ·see me.
I told him, "'Doctor, I am five times as bad as when l
came.'.'~

u'That's natura1,·10 he said,
...

before you are fully well.'u

111

it will be a year

"'But your wife told me

I would be well in three days,' 11 I said to him.
must have misunderstood her:

! 'You

1

yours is a borderline case.

You may have to come back here for another operation later
on.' 1 ~ he replied.

I was given notice I must leave Saturday.

All the patients who had gone there with me were cleared
out before Sunday, when a ne·w batch comes in.

I believ·e

that is done so the newcomers will not have a chance to
talk with those who have been operated on.
home I realized that I had been victimized.

After I got
I tried to

stop payment on the check but it had been cashed.
not been able to Cb a day's work s lnce.

I have

I came home from

Brinkley's, have taken six bottles of medicine at $7.50 a bottle
and am worse off then

before.~

l

On April 18 the ~printed stories of another '~cure",

s.

A. Hittle, and his wife of Springhill, Kansas.

Both

said that Hittle had been nruined 11 by the· operation that
Brinkley had performed for him.
a retraction from Hittle.
·statements of

~9ur

Later Br1nkley obtained

Qn May 4 _the Star printed

doctors, who attended him after his

return from Milford, describing the dangerous condition
he was in as a result of his operation, together with the
l
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following news.story:
"Brinkley has succeeded in obtaining as affidavit from

s.

A. Hittle, a farmer who lives three miles west of Springhill,

Kansa..s, stating that Brinkley had not mistreated him quite
so badly as Hittle·had told the Star that he had.

This

statement by Hittle appeared in the Star on April 18.

A few mornings later Brinkley sent his $7000 Lincoln ca.r
and another car with several men from his hospital to see
Hittle and they took Hittle and his-wife and son with them
to Milford, stopping in Topeka on the way.

Hittle made the

affidavit and then Dr. Brinkley sent them back again to their
home, back west of Springhill.

This affidavit Dr. Brinkley

is publishing today in several Sunday newspapers in this
part of the country. 1!

The Star and Times kept up a continual

run of ·aff'idavits and stories from people who believed
-··

they had been wronged at the hands of Dr. Brinkley.

One

of the most aevere.c riticisms .came from 'Mrs. O.. L. Maddox
of Kansas City.
preface:

The Star published her story, with the

"The Star has received letters from men and women

who ea.id:
·~- 1 How

can you say such mean things so. Godly a man as

Dr. Brinkley?"

It then proceeded:
"There is a woman in Kansas City who sneers when her
radio brings her the voice of Brinkley in pious appeal.
M~s.

O. L. Maddox, wife of a

d~iry

man at 109th and Holmes

Street, said to me yesterday:
11

'The vilest language I ever heard in all my life came

from the lips of Dr. Brinkley.

The c09-rsest oaths and
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most deadly threats I heard him utter.

I lay at the point

of death in his hospital in Milford while he straddled
the doorway with a revolver in his hand and threatened to
shoot my brothers if they did not pay him $290 that he said
they owed him for operating on. me.·~

l

A nurse formerly employed by Brinkley ref erred to him
as "diabolical, the most cruel,· pi tiles a, cold-blooded man 11
she had ever known.

Her husband characterized him as a

fraud who should be ·in the penitent1ary.

2

Several testified

that Brinkley had attempted to close their wounds with a
rubber shoe heal.

Among these was Charles Ziegenhirt of

Linn, Kansas.
Perhaps the most vivid piece of writing done in this
phase of the campaign was that done in connection with the
death of John Hornback in a St. Louis hospital.

He was on

his way home after an operation at Brinkley's hospital in
Milford.
"Nothing ·yet uncoyered equals in sheer cruelty this
account of how one of the victims paid in suffering and
death for an operation

wh~ch

was a fraud and a fake..

.Turned

out of Brinkley's hospital bearing the hope that he had been
'rejuvenated' and having paid the customary $750 fee, J.ohn
Hornback started for his home in New Jersey, only to be
seized with the dreadful lock jaw infection, and died in
1

2
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a St. Louis hospital, without friend or relative near. • •
0A

lonely man nearly 60 years old, of sturdy, thrifty

German stock, far ·away from his relatives and friends in
New Jersey, gasped his iast breath.

Nurses in white, doctors

listening with stethoscopes for the spark of life, the hush
of the early morning hour.

'Mr• Hornback has expired'.

..

. 1
•.

"There ended the adventure of John Hornback, 58 years old,
after the evanescent dream of rejuvenation.

Just 12 days

after the so-called transplantation of life-giving glands
by Brinkley, Hornback gave up the life he was attempting to
r·eadj~st

in some desperate way to bring back his youth.

ttAnd John R. Brinkley spreads his radio net; his entanglement of quack promises; his lines of bait for the thousands
of other gullible John ·Homb_acks who dream of youth gone by. • •
".John Hornback paid with his life for the adventure in
quackery.

He met death far from home and loved ones when

he had hoped of renewing

l~fe

and

p~tt1ng

death farther away.

Brinkley knows how to capitalize such hopes.
.2

That's his

racket.".

Declaring that Brinkley had a well worked out

0

come

on" game with which he dragged his victims into his net,
the Star printed two letters sent them by a man in Oklahoma.
·They were written by Brinkley and read:

"My dear Mr. --:

I will do this for you; if each of your friends come
1

2
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same time and will pay $5000 each for a genuine human gland
operation, I will give you the same kind of human gland
operation, which I perform at a minimum of $5000.

I have

'just closed with a case in Los Angeles today for $10,000.,
rew surgeons can get human glands, but I have an old time
friend in one of our large cities than can supply me.
11

0f course these human gland operations are expensive.,

I pay a big _price for the glands.
notice.

I must have advance

For instance if you and your friends decide to do

this, you must notify me that you will be ready to leave
any time within the next six weeks.
purchasing agent and he gets busy.
in a few days and he may wait weeks.

Then I notify my
He may get the glands
So it is re cessary

for my patients to come here when I am ready, and a cash
payment of at least one-fourth must be sent me as a deposit
so that I will not go and contract for something a~be the
loser.
"I guarantee the human glands pure
absolutely free from disease.
seller of them will not be over

an~

healthy and

I also guarantee that the
thirty~five

years of age,

thus insuring strong virile glands.
"Furthermore I give another, and the best of all
guarantees that the human glands will not slough; if they
do I will replace them free of charge· within sixty days
after the f 1rst operation, the patient paying our regular
hospital fees.
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The above is the best I can do and better.than I would

11

do if you were not an old acquaintance, for when I give you
s.

human gland operation, I am giving you the most precious

thing in the world and something that money can seldom buy.
11

Let me hear what you can do.

Cordially yours, (Signed)

Jno. R. Brinkley •. M.D."
The second letter is evidently a follow-up of the above:
11

My dear Mr.--:

send names of.

I would not write to the men you

If they are not interested enough to write

me, any letters I might send would not be appreciated.

If

you see these men and have a talk with them, it would have
more bearing on the case 'than anything that I could say.
They being bankers are naturally close fisted, and I am sure
they would never put the amount of

mo~ey

I ask for human

glands into an operation.
"Men like oil men, real estate men, men that make big
money and mak:e it without manual labor, and men that put
on evening dress suits and enjoy life are the men who crave
the better things.
"Just ·keep in mind that I wrote you and you will meet

.

some of your friends some day that will be interested.
Cordially yours, {Signed) Jno. R. Brinkley. 11
To a man in Ractne,

~ieconsin,

1

he write, "We have

tried to show you the way to good health and the way to save
your prostate from removal and yourself from a serious operation.
1

~.w.e

presume by your

silen~e

that you are not interested

in this good advice, and we are removing your_ name from our
files, so you will not hear from us again.
1
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"May the kind providence who watches over all of us
Cordially yours, Jno.

bless and keep you.

~·

Brinkley, M. D."

In another lett.er to a man he was urging to have a
human.gland operation at the price of $5000 he suggested,
"Why lower yourself to the level of the beasts of the
fields by having the glands of a goat transplanted into
your body, when you may just as·well have the glands of
a healthy man implanted in you? 11

2

Calling Brinkley's solicitation of patients "a giant
.

racket" and Brinkley himself ••the goat gland

-

MacDonald comments,

11

.

racketeer'~,
~

The reputable phys 1cian oos ired to see his

patient before prescribing for him, especially if he has
a serious disease.

He wants to see the tongue, to .feel the

pulse, to learn something of the progress of the disease and
the past history of the patient, and otherwise dtagnose

t~e

case; but the 'great goat gland specialist,• Dr. Brinkley,
- 3 '
.
would not be bothered with such tri~ling details."·
After a series of stories such as the .above the §1!!:
dubs the Milford hospital a· nrobbers 1 roost", a·nd in the
Times of July 20, MacDonald adds, "In all my experience I
never knew a man so cruel as this man Brinkley.

I never

knew a confidence game so cleverly systematized and organized to work upon the fears of the sick as this goat gland
hospital .racket of Brinkley •.s."
l
2
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In the direct campaign against Brink.ley,as a medical
man, the Star an,d Times used not only af:f idavite3, letters,
and reports of. legal moves to sway the minds of the people
against him, but also paragraphs of pure editorial opinion
interspersed throughout thei,r news columns.

The papers- told

the people how he was getting rich on their money; how he
made frequent trips abroad; how he sent home expensive rugs
and bedeck.ad himself

his wife with jewels; and how

an~

he rode in a $700.0 car·, all by means of money that he had
obtained fraudulently from them.
The

campa~gn

was well under way-when the headline

"He Likens Himself To Christ."

and paragraph appeared:
11

While authorities in Kansas were seeking today to serve

a. citation for Dr. John R.

~rinkley

to appear before.the

Kansas Medical Board, the goat gland quack was continuinf$
to broadcast with his usual fluency over his radio station
at Milford.

He likened himself to Jesus, saying that he

was being 'persecuted for healing the sick. 1 .and was suffering
the anger of the 'learned doctors'.
nothing in reply.

.He said ·he would say

He would have his day in court Brinkley

ea.id, and then he would

1

say plenty' •. '~

1

A few days later a similar paragraph appeared.

"Dr.

John Brinkley is afraid to have his case tried before the
commission the people of Kansas have set up.for the regulation of medical practice.

He filed an injunction suit

in the district court of Shawnee county this afternoon
1
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to restrain ·the Kansas board of medical registration and
·examination. from hearing the charges against.him.
"Brinkley has advertised by various methods 1 tb.a.t he
would meet the charges against him with an army of satistied patients.- •.•. He will endeavor through injunction to
· prevent the board ever from assuming jurisdiction in his
case •
."Dr. Brinkley's petition sought to have declared
unconstitutional the law under which revocation of his
license had been asked.

I:t attacked constitutionality

on the ground it did not provide compu·lsory process for
the attendance of the witnesses. 11
On,June 15, MacDonald made

1

muc~

of the fact that

Brinkley had ref erred to the American Medical Asso9iation
as the "Amateur Meat cutter' e Association, u and to· Dr.
Fishbei~ ae t~Little Old Fishy'~., and added," "Gradually· the
-

·"'

net of the law is closing around
~·

1

Dr.' John R•.Brinkley,

the master charlatan and lost manhood quack of Milford,
Kansas, but he is still defiant.

Not quite so insolent

in his defense as he wast wo months ago •••.but still
defiant."
The papers continued to charge him with hypocrisy.
11

-

In all his radio talks Brinkley has worn the cloak of

religion 'to serve the devil in' and his unctuous drawling voice in sermons each Sunday is familiar to his r.adio.
1
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listeners, but yesterday he disclosed that religion is
.

.

.

to ·be his big card for pu?l1c sympathy from now on.
11
· '

I am being persecuted even as Jesus Christ was

persecuted,'" he said, and he spoke of one of Christ's
apostles as Dr. Luke, and said:
u'

If I am a quack, Dr. Luke was a quack too, for he

did not bel:-ong to the American Medical Association. 'n
After months of' this

so~t

l

of writing the stage was

-

all set for. any thing that.the Star and Times might think
necessary in the carrying out of its program during the
Brinkley trial.

They criticized unmercifully

~rinkley

and his attempts at defense, in an endeavor to excite
co.ntempt for him and his practices and pity for people who
claimed they had suffered at his hands.
They began on the very first day of the trial with the
following story:

"'Dr.' Brinkley's cash-on-the-barrel-head

operation and his f.raudulent heal th mill at Milford, Kansas ,
were pictured today by two witnesses at ·the opening session
of the hearing."

Of' the witnesses who testified MacDonald

said, "While the elderly couple was on the witness stand
exciting the pity of nearly everyone, the group around
Brinkley's table laughed among themselves."

2

Brinkley used numerous witnesses t"o prove that he
had effected cures in their case.a and that he was not a

1
2
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fraud.
as nA

The Times referred to this calling of many witnesses
Brinkley~Parade",

and said,

11

The parade of the satis-

fied subjects of the Milford goat gland fake continued
through the hearing.

Most of. them used 'absolutely' as

a? answer when they were asked whether they were satisfied
with the results obtained from the Brinkley operation."

1

On July 24 the Times reported: . "E. s. Davis, a witness
in defense of Dr. J. R. Brinkley, testified this.afternoon
that one little operation performed in Brinkley's hospital
in Milford, Kansas, cured him of high blood pressure·,
~

hernia, enlargement of the heart, sJe eplessness, and meloncholia.

A physician,of Topeka who was standing outside

the door listening said, 'That wasn't a goat gland operation,
that was a miracle•

I

It

The Star of the same date, with the headline "Such
J

'

Miracles," said: "The witness who told how he was healed
of many diseases by Dr. Brinkley was Leonidas F. Richardson,
a cook in .the Burlington restaurant in Yprk, Nebraska.
''The miracle-.. of his cure was all the more marvelous
because it was done almost instantly by just two little
incisions each an inch and a half long, and the insertion
therein of the sex glands of a goat."
Of Brinkley when he took the stand on July 30, the
Times said,. "Everybody said that Dr. Brinkley was a
witness'.
1

He was calm, courteous, affable, answered

The Kansas City Times, July 25, 1930.
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1

questions in a low even voice without a trace of excitement,
and seemingly was trying his best to make a good impression.
All who heard him said he succeeded in that.
day's account was more caustic.

•.~Brinkley

1

~

The next

left .the witness

stand late today thoroughly discredited as a Messiah of
health, as a rejuvenator of men, as the custodian of a
surgical secret possessed by no other physician on earth.
'~His

own admissions, fer ced from hxm by the masterful

cross examination of William A. Smith, Attorney General
of Kansas, revealed Brinkley as a master quack, a faker,
a medical racketeer winning big stakes from victims who .
paid high prices for his futile goat. gland operationso • •
'~Brinkley was

cocksure of himself. in his direct

examination by his own lawyers.

He could describe glibly

then how this operation was performed, and the Latin names
of nerves, of blood vesse:ls, of a myriad of organs in the
human body, rattled from his tongue like a well learned
· lesson, and the spectators in the room, mostly his adherants
from Milford and vicinity, wondering that one small head could
hold so much wisdom,

applauded.·~

1

In the same issue yet another write-up appeaned.
"Brinkley tried to force himself to· be cool, to be calm,
to be unruffled through six hours of grilling cross
examination.

He strove to be courteous.

He was an ar,tful dodger.

He was cunning.

But into one corner after another

he was driven by Smith, time

a~d

1 The Kansas Ctty
'
Times, July

31, 1930

time again until he became

8'1

lost, bewildered in the maze of his own surgical pretensions.
And he was forced to admit two great facts.
"First, that his so-called goat gland operation,
heralded by him as a sovereign· cure .for an enlarged prostate
gland, that would diminish the blood to it and thus reduce
its size, and restore the patient to health, was impossible
of performance.
'~Second,

that his goat gland operation, for the restor-

atidn of lost vigor to old men, not only would not give
them reJuvenation, but it would sterilize them.'~

1

Simultaneous with the Star's efforts to have Brinkley's
medical license taken away was its campaign to cut off his
means of advertisement, his radio, by having the 1£ense
of station KFKB taken away by the federal radio commission.
For the Star knew that even though the right to practice
medicine should be taken from Brinkley, his hands were; by
no means tied until his means of getting himself before the
public was destroyed.
Although Brinkley took a carload of friends to Washington with him,to testify before the federal radio commission,
he did not testify ln his own behalf, of which fact the Star
made much.

It reported: ·"Quack: Won't Talk:.---'Dr.' John R.

Brinkley, the goat gla.nd quack of Milford, Kansas, dared
not take the stand today in defense of his radio station in
the federal radio commission's hearing to determine whether
the station's license should. 9e cancelled. 11,
1
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the Times said, nFor the first t1me since the radio was
invented, the right of a medical quack to use the air to
lure victims to his fake cures will be threshed out tomorrow before the federal radio commission.

The request

of Dr. John R. Brinkley of Milford, Kansas, for a renewal
of his radio lecense is not only of interest but is seen as
of vital importance to the health of the whole nation.
11

_The right of a quack to diagnose and prescribe for

the sick and afflicted, sight unseen, is one of the main
issues of the

case.~

1

The federal radio commission refused to renew the
license to operate the station KFKB, whereupon the Times
quoted the following speech which was charged to Brinkley,
and made characteristic comment.

It read:

"The brazen effrontery and impudence and false
representations of 'Dr.'· John R. Brinkley, the goat gland
quack of Milford, Kansas, reached its climax yesterday
afternoon when, in his talk over the radio, he declared
that three members of the federal radio commission who
voted to refuse him a radio license were bribed by the
American Medical Association and also were unduly influenced
by President Hoover to vote against h1m.n

Brinkley is

quoted thus:
"'There are only two lawyers on the federal radio
commission, and those two voted to restore our license,
but the other commissioners

vot~d

against us.
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through long distance conversations with my lawyers in
Washington, that there is a newspaper out here that has
one man upon it who has a close connection with President
Hoover and that man used his influence with President Hoover
to ask: the three federal radio commies loners who did not
hear our case to vote against us.

This newspaper was for

Hoover when he was out for the nomination for the presidency
and, by bringing his influence to bear upon the three members
of the radio commission to force them to wote against me,
President Hoover paid a political debt he owed to that
newspaper.
"Also, I am informed by a friend whose: name I am not
at liberty to disclose, that the American Medical Association
spent either $15,000 or $50,000, (MacDonald was unable to
understand the number) with those three members of the federal
radio commission, the money being paid to them through one
of the attorneys of the federal radio commission. • •
'~Tomorrow

oi

out attorney will go into the district court

appeals in Washington and I feel that they will undo

the orders made by the federal radio commission, unless
the same people who reached President Hoover can reach the
court of appeals and get the judges of that court to
decide against us.
"Remember now, I do not say positively that those
people did reach Hoover and the three members of the radio
commission, but I have every reason to believe that it
is the t ru th.
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ttr

have been wondering if the Amateur Meat Cutters'

Association is spending a lot

o~

money to put us off the

air and Fishy is in a lot of trouble and there is nothing
too bold or too ungodly for them to descend to. ~
1

1

A•. B. MacDonald said that he had taken the above speech
in shorthand just as Brinkley had given it.

Later he

published the statement that a stenographer in Wichita had
ta,ken down the speech also.

Brinkley, however, denied

that he had made such a speech.
During the hearing, while endeavoring to prove that
Brinkley's language in his radio talks was not all that
1t should be, one of the doctors repeated a story that he
had heard Brinkley tell over the radio.

The Times

made the following comment calculated to discredit the
Brink:leys:
"While Dr. Stewart was telling this story, Brinkley
and his wife sat together in thefront· seat of the auditorium,
leaning forward and listening intently, and at its conclusion,
Mrs. Brinkley slapped her husband on the back and burst into
laughter so loud that it was· heard throughout the
and all eyes turned her."'.

2

audito~ium

The outcome of the legal struggle over the radio
station was that the license was denied.

1

2
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The development for which the Star had in

~o

way bargained
I

when it started its war against Brinkley came.with his
announcing himself as an independent candidate for governoro

Heretofore, during the litigation, the Star and Times

have had the aid of some lega.l body in their efforts to
destroy Br_inkley.

Evidently they now realize that the

burden of whatever campaign is waged against him must be
rborne by them.

Consequently they throw themselves into the

fight with renewed vigor, determined

that Brinkley shall

'.

never reach the governorship of .Kansas.
Brinkley entered the gubernatorial ra.ce so-- late that
his name had to be written on the ballots by the voters.
This tardiness on his part is

pos~ibly

what ·1ed to the

Star's belief, voiced in the following article in which it
editorializes considerably:

"John Brinkley, goat gland

quack, who was ousted from the medical profession and then
announced his candidacy for governor as a matter of revenge, • •
will take the stump next month. • •
"Just why Brinkley is taking the stump, instead of
sticking to the radio, where he reaches more people, is
not understood by the politicians, but the most frequent
explanation made is that there is a public curiosity to see
the man who has gained to much notoriety.

In addition to

the notoriety gained by his. exposure in the Star as a quack,
he has been made the s·u bject of almost as many jokes as
a certain
make of motor car."
..."'-'"-:,'
1

1

The Kansas City St9.r, October 24 ,. 1930.

That the Star and Times perhaps mis judged the s trength
of their opponent in the first stages of the ca.mpaign is seen
in .a small report of The Kansas City Times·, October 15.
11

-.

The Republican

c~mpaign

mamagers are worried about the vote

that John Brinkley, the discredited goat gland exper, may
I

get for governor.

Nobody believes Brinkley will get any

great number of votes.
to 25,000.

His total ls placed at from 10,000
I

But where will they come from?"

Again, on October 24, the Star speculated upon
Brinkley's strength as a candidate:

"The total of Brinkley's

vote is variously estimated from 20,000 to 75,000.
newspaper editors,

0

W~O

The

know what a task it is to get voters

to take the trouble to write a name on the ballot a.nd mark
1t

properly, place his total at from 25 ,000 to 35 ,000. ·~
At another time the Star called the Brinkley.vote

"a ghost vote."·
amount to.

"Nobody,.". it· said, "knows what it will

Every person who casts a ballot for him will

be compelled to write Brinkley's name into a blank space
and mark a cross after the name.
given the politicians a 'haunt t . u_.

But the ghost vote has
• ·-~

1

That Brinkley had become something of ·a 'haunt', but
that he was the same.exploiter of the public that he had
always been, is the burden of the stories.

.The meta-

11

morphosis from 'doctor' to 'politician' apparently has
come easy to Brinkley.
methods of exploitation.

He just simply has revamped his
With :his.powerful radio station

reaching all corners of the state, Brinkley is making
1

The Kansas City Star, October 22, 1930
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a 'house to hou.se' canvas of six or seven hours a day • • •
Hie approach in his campaign for governor is much the same
as the one he used in his efforts to obtain patients for
his goat gland hospital--the pose of a good kind Chl!'1stian.
That his political promises of relief are probably as
impossible of fulfillment as his medical 'curealls' has
not lessened

inte~est

in his

pledges.~

1

Brinkley's speech at V/ichita on October 27 was the
occasion for the most denunciatory piece of writing published
by the Star in its news coluIDills during the whole of its

prolonged fight against him.

·It speaks f'or itself o

".John R. BrinkJ:ey, the· goa.t gland Messiah of

.

Milford~

descended from the heavens in •n airplane this afternoon
to tell the Easter story to 8 ,000 pe_rsons in a cow pasture,
fifteen miles east of Wichita.

The amazingly ampie crowd had

expected a political speech from the 'people's candidate
for governor.'
passion.

Instead of it they heard the story of the

Many of the more gullible accepted it as a

political allegory of the trials and tribulations of Brinkley.
The Regenerator went up to
man, the

?'Sjuvenato~,

Cal~ary

1,900 years ago.

This

had been persecuted, too, and now,

discredited, and dishonored, he had returned to save the
people.
11

-The chairman preferred to introduce Brinkley as

'Moses, who has come to lead us out of the wilderness.'
l

The Kansas City Star, October 22, 1930.

Huzzas arose from the multitude.

Mothers lifted their babes

to the man with the Messianic beard as he passed through
the crowd.

Old men, who were saved from a disastrous

compound operation by the state medical board's intervention, reached for Brinkley's hand. ·
"'God bless you,' 1 they said,. 'I'm for you.'.
..

•·..

.·"Brinkley smiled wanly in retu,rn a71d rolled his sad
blue eyes.

Sometimes he pressed some innocent head of

golden curls with his surgical hand, the same hand that
performed the fraudulent compound operation.
"Healer, :rejuvenator, minister, lover of little
children, prophet of ,false hopes and destroyer of the aged,
he passed through the crowd to the narrow scaffold reared to
him by farmers.

It was a veritable Muezzin's tower, so

tall it was • • •
squinted at the sun.

'~Farmers

Children shouted alarms

whenever a buzzard hovered on the horizon.
·~·'.Brinkley's,
'~Brinkley

•.

coming ma,' they cried, 'Look at it' • • •

was flying out of the blue heavens with an

escort of two ships from the Wichita airport.

He had

landed there, left his own cabin plane for repairs and,
with his family, taken off in the Romancer, the same ship
in which Lindberg flew to the City of Mexico to visit his
sweetheart.

What could have been more appropriate?

Lindbergh had spanned the Atlantic.

Brinkley had spanned

the great gap between the human and animal world.
tried to remake one out of· the other. • •

He had
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The crowd surrounded the shop.

Brinkley sat at a

cabin window, his surgical· hand resting on the sill.

That

A larger one sparltaed

hand was adorned with a large diamond.
1

in his purple tie. • • u

In his speech he said,

11

! would rather save a soul

than to be President of the United States or even King of
the World.",
A few days later when he spoke in Kansas City, Kansas,

-

a reporter for the Star wrote,

"J.
'

R. Brinkley, the goat

gland quack of Milford, Kansas, who is known to his f rienda
as ·the 'martyr', walked slowly across the stage last night
in Memorial hall while· an audience of 3,000 persons,
assembled to hear why he':should be governor of Kansas,
sang •America'.
re.The man who likens himself· to Christians of old was
escorted to the hall by a brass band.

He had arrived from

Wichita in a big blue plane shortly before dusk.
"Before his grand entry his radio entertainers played
2

and sang while the mu.ltitude assembled."·
.

In retaliation to the Star's methods Brinkley vouchsafed
that one of the first things he would do would be to "-move
the capital of Kansas from Kansas City, Mo., back to
3
Topeka where it belongs.·~
l
2
3

The Kansas City Star, October 27, 1930.
The Kansas City Star, October 30, 1930.
The Kansas City Star, October 28, 1930.

After it was all over and Brinkley had polled· so many
more votes than the Star had expected, a news story headed
11

How Did Brinkley

Do It?'~

offered the explanation that he

had secured the votes through his radio, because of the
sympathy of many whd believed he had received a bad deal
at the hands of the American Medical Association and
The Kansas City Star, and because of his martyr's· role,
,_;

that of the Christian under persecution.
The reader will turn now to the conclusion where the
three cases reviewed in the prece•ding pages are discussed.

9t1

Conclusions
As a result of a study of ·the three types of newspaper
0

acti9n illustrated by the Hall-Mills case, the Davis case
and the Brinkley case, I have arrived at several conclusions
which have to do with-the
the introduction.

news~aper

-

practices ·discussed in

The Hall-Mills case was revived by the

New York Mirror, one of New York's.most· sensational tabloids,
for tbe purpose, so itreid, of bringing to justice the
persons it believed to

b~

guilty of the murder of the

minister and his choir singer.

The apparent purpose,

however, was something different.

That the Mirror hoped to

gain recognition for itself as a crusader, to increase its
circulation and to convict the accused rega:rdless of justice,
is apparent from the· ruthless way in which it persecuted
them in .its columns •
.DeToqueville, in 1835, has said that the American
people, once they have taken up an idea, pursue it to great
lengths no matter how ill founded it may be.

The Hall-Mills

case seems to illustrate this for no sense off airness is
manifested toward the defendants throughout the prolonged
litigation.

This behavior was facilitated by the attitude

of the attorney general who prosecuted the case.

•

He acted

hand in glove with the tabloid, declared that publicity
was the beet thing in the world for the case,-· and gave to
the papers a "story a day" over :the long period from Mrs. Hall's
arrest on July 29 to the acquittal of the defendants on
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December 5, missing not- more than a half-dozen days in the
entire time.

As Lawrence Abbott, writing in Qutlook shortly

after the case was tried, observed, he tried the case with
-

"at least one eye cocked on the newspaper headlines ...

1

Naturally there was nothing new or important a great
part of the time, especially from Mrs. Hall's arrest to
November 3 when the trial began.

For want of something

better, columns were devoted to details about the clothes
of the principals, and to their personalities and the way
in which they conducted themselves; together with every
fly-by-night rumor concerning the Halls' home life, their
idiosyncrasies, and especially anything that might be
construed to point to their guilt,--all of which helped to
sell the paper.

For although the

pr~ss

cannot

c~eate

human

passions, it can kindle them and create a demand for what it
gives them.
The newspapers, especially the tabloids, showed little
or no considerati-on for the defendants nor fairness to
them.

Mrs. Hall was repeatedly called a stoic.

compared with infamous characters.

She was

Her failure to display

emotion was so played u9on that she eventually cried out
against it, saying that because she was not picturesque
enough to suit the role that the newspapers thought she
should play she was misrepresented to the public and misunderstood by it.

1

Edmund Pearson, writing in Outlook,

Outlook, Dec. 15, 1926

P. 488

said the trouble was that the reporters had ·never seen a
..

lady.
.added.

1

They could have understood Peaches Browning, he
Bruce Bliven in the

~

Renublic wrote that editors

see a good standard murder mystery and begin dressing it·
up attractively in·an effort to sell it to their readers.
They send out reporters who have read plenty of detective
fiction and

k~ow

what it expected.

The reporters write.
I

what in effect is a serial mystery novel, using real
names and places as tags for their quite fictitious characterso
Whereupon the editors observe, "We gotta give the people
what they want", and make their stories longer and stranger.
This, he adds, is ca1ied a vicious circle.

2

Fictitious characters were thus made of Mrs. Hall and
her brother William, and to a less degree her brother Henry
and her cousin Henry Carpender; heedless of unfairness to
them and of crime against the public.

Poubtless the

newspapers were aware of it; but they had set themselves a
goal and they· must arrive at it by any means.

Walter

Lippmann in Liberty and the News, says, "The current theory
of American newspaperdom is that an abstraction like the
truth, and a grace like fairness must be sacrificed when
I

anyone thinks the· necessities of civilization require the
3
sacrifice. n.
It is a sad commentary on the ways of the
1

2

outlook,Dec. 15, 1926, P. 492.

New Republic, Dec. 1, 1926, P 39
3
Walter Lippmann, Liberty and the News, P. 239.
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press, but it is one whose truth in this case cannot be
denied.
The printing of the love letters of the murdered
couple, the comment upon them, the broadcasting of the
accusation of an alien racial strain in the blood of one
of the brothers, the hounding of the principals for
interviews and pictures, the piqketing of the house until
Mrs.

~all

became virtually a prisoner, the

given to the story of Mrs. Gibson,
the use of such phrases as

11

0

gre~t

prominence

the pig woman", and

the woman in gray", and "the

bushy haired man" were unnecessary to the prosecution of
the case, and made of 'the newspapers not dispensers of
news but peddlers of scandal and inuendo calculated to
-::-:\I

"

arouse the morbid curiosity .of the public, and so increase
the sales of the papers.
The sixteen-year-old Charlotte, daughter of the
murdered woman, found herself and her _ideas so consistently
the subject of newspaper stories both in 1922 and 1926 that she
was completely unable to grasp the relative values of sincere
investigation of the crime and cheap melodrama in which she
qecame a leading figure.
Reference to the crime as "the crime of the. century"
was· ma.de by the newspapers, but Bruce Bliven calls it the
"crime· of the half decade and the press has made it so."
Charles Merz says ironically "at least once a year there
occurs the crime of .the century.n
1

The New Republic, Dec. 1, 1926.

He adds that the

1
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"country no longer needs to wait for a great national
murder."

If none comes, one is made out of ballyhoo and

here as a nation is our literature which does not wait
for patrons on book store shelves.

It becomes our national

spree, our Roman circus in which everybody.profits but the
state.

He suggests that an admittance charge be made to

what he calls our national institution.

He adds that one

newspaper cannot stop it, for such methods sell papers
and

c~irculation

is a matter of competition.

l

Personally I believe that the Mirror may have thought
Mrs. Hall and her brothers guilty of murder,' but that the
prosecution of the case merely to bring a criminal to
justice was not the purpose of the newspaper.

By arousing

the morbid curiosity of the reading public the tabloid
created such a demand for the stories as it presented
them that it was able to sweep with it even the newspapers
that lay claim to high respectibility.

The effect on the

public was demoralizing.
Lawrence Abbott makes a very fine summary of the
truths that may be learned from the prosecution of the
Hall-Mills case.

He says:

'~Prosecuting

attorneys can

learn that they have a function to perform which la of
more value to the state than a mere record of convictions
secured.
"The press can learn from the Hall-Mills case that
if it is to maintain or restore .to life its function as a
guide of public opinion, it must see to it that it exercises
1

Charles Merz, The Great American Band Wagon,

du.11.; ff

11

its function with a sense of responsibility not solely
to be measured by circulation returns.
nThe taxpayers will have opportunity to ponder upon
the cost to a community of mixing politics and justice.
".The four defendants, one of whom spent a month in
jail without even the privilege of securing an acquittal,
will ponder on the ways of the law and privileges of
American citizenship."

1

With the Jonathan Davis case we turn to the political
scandal exposed by the newspaper.

The Journal-Post has to its

credit here the fact that it did not stoop to exploiting
the home life nor the eccentricities of the Davis family.
It could not refrain from discussion of Mrs. Da.vis,· the
wife of the governor and the mother of Russell Davis, but
the treatment was sympathetic.
one worthy of investigation.

Moreover, the case was
Rumor upon rumor was afloat

in Kansas that there was corruption in the governor's
office, that he was using hie office for private gain at
the expense of convicts who were seeking release; an:d of
the state also, for some of the prisoners being released were
dangerous criminals who had not even served the minimum ·
term for parole.

Others who had been convicted never

reached the prison gates.

For a newspaper to have

brought the case to trial in
1

c~se

Outlook, Dec. 15, ·1926, P. 489.

the state officials had

refused to act would have been, I believe, laudable.
In that case no doubt could have been cast on the sincerity
of the claim of the Post· that it was acting as a public
servant.

However, such was not the case.

The attorney

general, who incidentally had been ill at his home for
some little time, was gathering evidence and was preparing
to spring a trap by which he hoped to get evidence which
would convict the governor and the. state bank commissioner.
/,

The Journal-Post sprang its own trap a day ahead of him,
and hence completely disrupted his plans, for he had not
enough other evidence for conviction.

The Journal-Post

claimed to have made a three weeks' investigation of the
case before it laid its plans to ca_tch tlie governor.

It

appears then that either the investigations ·carried out
by the Journal-Post were not very thorough-going or that
the Journal-Post was aware that the attorney general's plans
would block its own scheme of self agrandisement and so
acted in haste and precipitated the exposure with the Pollman
case.
The evident desire to ingratiate itself in the estimation
of the public, and to charge the indignation of the attorney
general who did not fall in with the plans of the newspaper
with alacrity to

•~sour grapes'~

-

at being frustrated in his

~

work, and thus to be in the '~spot light" in the prosecution
of the case, rather clarifies the position of the Journal-Post.
For after all the case was one to be tried in the courts,
and if the attorney general was not only willing but
preparing to act, then it was not only his duty but his

lo3:.
right to prosecute the case in the mariner that he thought
best.
It is possible that the Journal-Post did seek to do a
public service, that it did investigate the case with the
desire to protect the public welfare, and it is possible that
in the beginning that it may have believed the attorney
general guilty of neglect of duty. -The investigation
I

should have shown that the attorney generalvas preparing
to act.

If it did reveal it and the Journal-Post did

hasten to act before the

action~which

was planned by the

attorney general, then the Journal-Post was guilty of
permitting its desire, for the commendation of the public,
and possibly its desire for greater circulation, intervene between it and the promotion of justice.
The writer believes ·that the hasty action of the
Journal-Post in precipitating the case and causing the
arrest of the governor on the eve of the inaugural resulted
in his acquittal.

Thus the action of the court was

nullified and the public, which as a general rule believed
Davis guilty, at least thought it saw one more example of
corruption in high off ices go unpunished.
The third, the Brinkley case, was, as has been said
in the introduction, the most rational of the three cases to
be handled by the newspapers as to purpose.
against Brinkley

~

In the campaign

Kansas City Star had the backing of

the nationa.l organization of the American Medical Association
aswell as of the state association, both of which declared

ia6
that Brinkley was a quack and a fraud.
two organizations took this stand

The

re~ieved

fac~

that these

the Star of any

charge of trumping up the case against Brinkley.

To all

.appearance, the sincerity of the Star in desiring to rid the
public of what it believed to be a menace is not to be
doubted.

Nor can the Star be accused, as in the case of the

Journal-Post with Davis, of usurping the place due the state;
1

for in this case no government official was preparing to
act.

Only the American Medical Association showed concern.

But the question arises as to the method of editorializing
wh1ch the

~used

in presenting its. news, both as to its

right to do so and to the results to be obtained from such
procedure.
The Star repe·atedly called Brinkley a fraud, a quack,
and a charlatan before his license was revoked.

It

deliberately set about to stir up public sentiment against
him and to take away his practice and his radio station
which were his means of livelihood.

Sly innuendo was not

uncommon, and sometimes open ridicule of Brinkley· and his
operation appeared.

The most of the severest articles

appeared under the name of A. B. MacDonald, a recourse which
permits of a more personal treatment than that of the
ordinary news story.

But there the argument is advanced

that such a personal treatment was bad, that people of
intelligence would respond to a plain statement of fact
from which they might draw their conclusions more readily
than from the more colored articles which appeared, to which
others respond that it was not to the intelligensia that
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the Star was appealing but to the rank and file whom Brinkley
was deceiving.

Personally, the writer is

1nclin~d

to believe

that the Star was justif 1ed in some degree in this particular
instance in using this method of procedure.
strongly intrenched.

Brinkely was

Reputable doctors placed no credence

in his operation for which he made exorbitant

charges

which he collected before he would operate, and· the record of
his life tended to disprove his role of Goaliness.

To stir

the people to the place where they would demand an investigation which would prove him guilty or innocent and subsequently drive him out of the medical profession if his
livelihood depended upon trafficking upon infirmities of
the sick, would have been well.

The Star overplayed its

hand, however, and the result was that the public saw not
a friend in the fil!::!:. but a giant bµsiness organization
concentrating all its force to persecute and crusµ one
of the state's doctors, a. doctor in whom many believed.
The effects of the Star's method manifest themselves
in two ways.

A great deal of sympathy was a.roused for

Brinkley in the state, and he became a martry to many
people.· That he had many friends is seen by the great
number of votes he polled in the last election when he
ran for governor.

The court action, appealed to the

su9reme court, ls still pending.

The state has won the

first round; Brinkley's license to practice medicine has
been revoked and his radio station sold as a result of his
having been denied a renewal of his radio license.
Some writers are inclined to believe that the crusading
newspaper oversteps its province.

Walter Lippmann says

167
that "The work of reporters • • • has become confused with
the work of preachers, revivalists, prophets and agitators."

1

I think that the crusading newspaper has a pla.ce in the
order of things, but that it has no right to offend good
taste by the publishing of lurid details of crimes involving
sex, and that it has no right to persecute individuals or
groups of individuals; that it should act as an aid to the
state when the state shows a disposition to act rather than
interposing its own methods of investigation; that the
infusion of editorial opinion in columns reserved for news
is a dangerous practice and that distrust of the integrity of
the newspaper is likely to arise because of it.

There is

always the opportunity for unf.airness to arise by the use
of such methods, either intentionally or.unintentionally.
In such cases the· newspaper becomes.a dangerous weapon against
the publico

Hence the practice of editorializing in the

news is to be discouraged.

It is the duty of the newspaper

to print facts as it finds themo

In pursueing its ·duty it

may expose conditions which are dastasteful to the public.
If the public, acting upon facts furnished by the newspaper,
takes steps to abolish those conditions, then the newspaper
has become what the crusader would have it be, a public
servant.

1

Walter Lippmann, Liberty and the News, P. 8.
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